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Volume CXI, Issue 25
Survivor
recalls
By NICOLE COWARD
Holocaust survivor Herbert
Hochhanser urged a standing-roo- m
only audience Monday to remem-b- tr
ttw HnkKTMWft twmtf t It rft
too many lives to forget." . His
lecture in Score!, entitled "Fifty
Years After die Holocaust." dis-
cussed living in children's homes
daring World War II and the impact
which this had on his life inAmerica.
.It was a progressive thing,"
Hochhauser said of Hirer's grand
plan to exterminate the Jews. The
plan started with a few signs saying
"Dogs and Jews not permitted" and
"Jews maynotsites these benches."
In 1937 the government began
making special license plates for
Jews and insurance companies did
. not hare to cover Jews who were
injured in auto accidents."
Hochhauser said he was called a
. tmttanl bmfflT ny""""p
byrabbis were nolongerconsidered
valid. ' -
"I owe my life to two organiza-
tions: the Quakers and the Salva-
tion Army" said Hochhauser. "If
anyone or anything can be called
were." These were the organiza-
tions that transported Hochhauser.
akxtgwim several ctherJewish chil-
dren, front Switzerland to France
where he spent the war years in
children's homes.
- His most traumatic experience
occurred at the age of six. In his
first, a children's home, which was
tyiML K fnmmlereA mm who
wcU not lethhn eat untft heprayed
"the right way. Myfacbertanghtme
Jewish prayers before be went to
laborcamp." Hcchhausersaid'and
one of the things I learned was that
wedontpnry wimovhaadsfolded.
-- This ana, however; would not let
meeat untOIprayed'the right way.'
that is, wift my handsfolded. Soall
I could think was, Why would my
father teach me me wrong way fc
pray?' I was only six; I could not
i that the ana could possiory
please see HOLOCAUST, page 2
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The student newspaper of the College
By JEREMIAH JENNE
ZACHARY VEJXLEUX
MaaystudentssndsKullyoncam-pu- s
have already had the opportu-
nity tonMTtrYpsvlff't-FifC- t Sww11
Woods on a professional level. But
what is she like as a person? In an
effort tolearn rixreabou me woman
who will lead our College into the
next century, the Voice conducted a
telephone interview with Woods this
week. The transcript follows.
We want to know whatyour reac-
tion was when yon found yon had
been selected to be the next presi'
dent of Wooster.
Iwas very pleased. It's a wonder-
ful place and an exciting opportu-
nity.
When you came k campus, how
aldyoufindyourrecepdonandwhat
were your first impressions when
you came onto Wooster' s campus
as president-elect- ?
It looked wonderful to me, the
campuskxkedsimpiy wonderful to
Seminar
By ANDY DUKE2 " -
The class of 99wffl be the first to
enroll in a new version of the First-ye- ar
Seminar program, focusing on
the processes of critical inquiry
rather than a central core theme mat
previous seminars have addressed.
The course, named First-ye- ar
Seminars in Critical Inquiry, will
askprofessontocccstnict theirown
topic, approachable from a number
ofperspectives, methods and points
of view, according to die seminar
proposal. Seminars will bedesigned
to strengthen students abilities to
read avariety of texts, writedearly,
synthesize material, analyze the
thinking of others and formulate
meaningful questions. j
Brief descriptions of the avail-
able semin win be sem to incom-
ing first-yea- rs carry in the summer.
The students wfiB thea return a noo-prioritJz-ed
Est of six to eight aam
nan they would be interested in
taking. The program willbeoffered
for a three-ye-ar period, which will
allow the Educational Planning
A & E page 8 ..- - '
;'f,.'i Art projects ':
on display .
-
individualized
me and I was reminded of the other
two brief visits I had had on the
campus where everyone seemed to
be friendly and engaged in what
they were doing in a positive way.
And the warmth that I felt from
everyone was,ofcourse, even stron-
ger since we all understood mat I
was going to be part of that commu-
nity. But my basic feeling was just
real joy.
Lets talk a little bit about your
career before Wooster. When you
first started out as teaching did you
hove any role models?
Good question. I think like all of
nswhosrenndergmhwtraandthen
graduate students there are some of
our teachers that we register as
people we would Eke to be like.
And rd have to credit at UCLA
probably Charles Gullans of the
English Department there who re-
ally got me excited about leaching
and reading and thinking about po-
etry. Ai then atCcumbum gradu-
ate school, rd say the key influ-
ences on me were my dissertation
format
we gam experience wim the course,
and win give us two semesters of
teaching the course before we must
propose the continuation, restruc-
turing or elimination of the pro-
gram," according to the proposal,
u "I thinkthe fact that faculty can .
set their own theme has allowed '
them to work in a more focused
way," said Susan Figge, dean of
faculryandchairof theEPC Thirty-on- e
professors have committed to
teaching the class fornext semester,
and a few more professors will be
involved depending on the size of
the entering class, Figge said. No
more than 15 students may be ee-loU- ed
in one section.
Although the central core theme
is being eliminated, many faculty
believe that the far-reachi-ng and
sometimes controversial issues will
stifl be addressed in the new course,
"A lot of the issues raised in the
pest will continue tobe raised," said
Henry Kruezman of the philosophy
department "ThM'sbecanse they're
importamm oursociety." Kreuzman
will be teaching a section entitled
"Picking Daisies and Killing
Zuu l ttM. f'tfigf fti'lt tv UAMV
of Wooster
scholar, president
-
(
.
r:
r' 'A
sdvisor,WiQiamNelson,whowasa
great Spencerian and a wonderful
man and my Milton professor, Ed-
ward Tayler.who is still teaching at
Columbia, I mink, or just about to
retire. He'sjustabrilliamMutonist
andafine teacher. He was probably
the first teacher I had who seemed
reaQytohstentowhat students were
for
People," focusingonMourresponses
.
towardothers,"suchaatowsxdother
people and toward the environment
Kruezinan said the course change
will be to the advantage of both
students and faculty. The faculty
are allowed more freedom in con-
structing the course and as a re-
sult they 're going to be working on
material which they're more of an
expert in," he said. "That's impor-
tant for the student that their first
experience in college is a really in-teDect- ually
challenging one." - .
Denison Greeks riot
By ZACHARY VEZLLEUX
The Denison University Board
oTrrusteesvotedtoeliminate resi-
dential fraternities April 22.
prompting student protests and a
bonfire akngDension'sFrateniity
Row. Trustees cited a declining
level of affiliation and the disre-
pair of many fraternity houses.
A bonfire ignited last Saturday
night to protest the Trustees 'reso
page 12
Scots go for
NCAC
champioriship
tomorrow
Willi WWt
Sports
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saymgandtouse questions that elic-
ited very thoughtful responses. He
really made us think harder and I
was impressed by mav '
What would you say is the single
achievement in your life you are
most proud of?
Well, there are really two. but I'd
have to put first and foremost get-
ting tenure in the English Depart-
ment at Brown University. I think
to be acknowledged by your peers
as someone who has a real vocation
for teaching and scholarship is very
affirming tad I think for many ofus
in the profession, when we receive
tenure we receive that affirmation.
But there are some awfully good
people, wonderful teachers and
scholars, who do not receive tenure
at places so it's not the only way of
getting the affirmation, but it cer-
tainly felt wonderful to me.
The other thing that I'm most
proud of is probably the Brown
University women writers project
please see WOODS, page 3
fall 1995
Ah-Se- ng Choo of the religions
studies department said the overall
purpose of the course will lemsin
the same, "we want to expose stu-
dents to the tools it takes to go
through a four-ye-ar liberal arts
school," he said.
Trm Beck '97. chair of SGA's
fTfyriowt affair craiwniflftft, laid
the new course will continue to ad-
dress important issues in critical
thinking. titical thinking has al--
please see SEMINAR, page 2
lution resulted in me summoning
of 68 police officers to fraternity
row.acconmigtotherxnskm stu-
dent newspaper
According to the Denisonlan.
fraierniry men win now be required
to live in residence halls and par-titip-ate
in the meal plan. The
fraternities may keep their houses,
however, for meetings and social
please see DENISON, page 2
Viewpoints
Editorials, cartoons,
columns and letters to
the editor
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Weekend Weather
Jealgat ..Moray clear.. Low in the upper 30s.
Saturday Increasing cloudiness. High ia the upper 30s. j .
Saarfay A chance of showers. Lows m the upper 30s to middle 40s.
vlfighs33to65.-- . -- - -
WEW&BrIEFS
irCaark Lee Dyson. 19, of Oreille, was sentenced to three to 15 years in
;prison ArlS after pleading gailry torrticrparing in two robberies on
campus last December., Dyson plead guilty to one cour of complicity to
. conxa robbery se4 one cper of receiving stolen property. The incidents
jBQtv Jne jobbery cf apin
gmt itwi.au naif, inrVni njTfi jnn
nrfenrlani. Jeffrey Bibb. J6. of-- Medina, has been bound so the Common
,Pleas Cc to ba tried Man adult.
.SGA had so oCk meeting forte
i n in in r fnr im an nnrs nr r
oncil next year.
.Womco Iaifckoce elected officers
ijrCaric TaoV?7 will serve as presidenc for the second year and Tana
--
. Speaks. 6 will continue to serve
--.DeJaoey Demay 97. treasurer, as
jUebCKq ogswho will be program
The XI Chi Psi-spccso-red Bloodmobile held on Tuesday in Lowry
collected 127 pmu ofblood,bringing the total for the three drives up to ?87
pints. Parities coordinator. Eric Black '93. said. "Every pint of Mood
donated saves five lives." Black said
, by roughly 100 from last year's total
NATIONAL
rELBENO,OUau Reporters say Timothy McVeigh, the suspect in last
yoc's bc"fo"g pfS feAml hoiVling in Oklahoma Chj, remained Bnic t
; bis preliminary hearing. McVeigh sOldtoomaClawyCT have renewed
theirrequest to be dismissed, saying they kiiowico many cthe victims, but
the federal magistrate declined their request The lawyers sought to havejhecajejaovedoutofOkJahcma.btte Reporters say that
little new information was revealed by the FBL Aa agent testified that the
; license plate and axle of the Ryder track used to carry the bomb was found.
Also, the aseat said that McVeigh's clothinz tested oositive far an exnkv
gjre used ia detonating work.
. OKLAHOMA CITY Okbu: Hope of finding survivors has all bat
vanished at the bomb site in Oklahoma City. In all, 110 people are
. confirmed dead, including 13 children. The number ofmissing is believed
--
- to be 97. incl lifting five children. Work is expected to continue through the
. weekend, as crews are trying to reach theboikh's Social Security office,
..where more bodies are presumed to be located.
.WHITE HOUSE: PresidemOirmn wsntsRnssia toreadiapennanem
. settlement in war-scarr-ed Chechnya. Officials say Clinton welcomed
Yeltsin's order for a cease-fir- e through May 12.
.- -' : INTERNATIONAL
..SARAJEVO: On April 26, Serbian rebels openly flaunted then strangle-
hold on the Bosnian capital, claiming ownership of Sarajevo airport and
forcing a United
. .
Nations plane to turn back mmidak. The United Nations
a a m a - a. a
operateq axrpon. wmcn receives most
closed to aid flights for almost three weeks since an attack on a United
Nations plane and threats of further shooting.
GUATEMALA CITY: The Guatemalan Army has temporal Jy sus-pend- ed
two military officers accused of being involved in the killing of an
American hotel owner, the accused officers said on April 27. Officer CoL
. Jalio Roberto Alpirez, one of the accused, said that be was removed from
bis post as deputy cornmsnder of a military base in the capital this week
while judicial authorities invesrigitrd his alleged rontiections to the OA
--and iavol vement in the 1990 murder of hotel owner Michael DeVine.
i brief compiled by
Wooster Daily Record. National and
by JEN CCALLOGHAN with
Denison
. contained frees front page
cpoatosecaTmeyca
casooey'to maiataia then, the
,-
-
."This change b the result of the
- Board's cODTictioa that Pension
ergy at ways that would serve aU
I at the fjfaivenky equally.
nnrtiin I mrrj rmtrr Dyson sco--
His trial is scheduled for Miy 3a
nni i m r rl snil rrrnrr itmrs titit tirim
for the 1995-9- 6 academic year Mon--
as secretary. . New ofijcers will be
well as Kristea Demaline and Jenny
planners. ,
the number ofpina donated increased
oi me capuai s iooo su, nas eeen
Voice staff with information from the
mternational news briefs compiled
mformatkn from Wire Services and
The New York Tones
Trustee David H. Bagley said in a
news release.
Like Woocter, Denison is a resi-
dential campus with an enrollment
oTaboutl.S03 students. In 1986163
percent of Drrmon Uniterm were
utenHxu of the Greek system, ac-
cording to (he The Coilege Hand-
book. Conta&j, 215 male students
The Wooster Voice News
Holocaust
continued from front page
be wrong. I did pray with my hands
folded, because I wanted to eat!"
At the age of seven be began so
feel a great conflict within him. T
began asking. Why am I here? Why
is my father ia laborcamp? Why has
my mother been interned? What did
I do wrong? At seven years old I
didn't know any better. AH I could
fccusonwssmyownguilx."
Daring (he Normandy landing.
Hcchhauser lived in Heiden, Swk-xerbn- d.
"The one thing I learned
from this time was to never get at-
tached to anything so strongly that
you can't bear to lose it. Everything
I ever had was eventually taken away
from me. I kept this rule very well
until I became a father years later."
When be was 14 years old. he and
his reunited family went to America.
The first thing I heard when I had
gone through immigration was Yon
are welcome here." said
Hcchhauser. "..Jt meant a bell ofa
lot to someone who'd never beard it
before.
He liad marry adjustments tomake.
T was very fearfuL I'd learned not
to trust anyone." said Hochhauser.
A billboard with Yiddish letters ad
GalpinTakeover remembered
By AARON RUPERT
The 1989 Galpin Takeover, as it
was named by the students, was
remembered Monday night when
Rowland Bracken spoke to a group
of students in Douglass Hall about
hisexperiences. Bracken isaformer
Wooster student and candidate for a
doctorate in history at Ohio State
University. The lock-i-n protested
several racial incidents and presented
student suggestions to the admmis-tntio- n.
"My role was to be the mohih rer
of the white community." said
Bracken, a former Dream House
resident, abouthispart in the lock-i-n
and the preceding events.
The movement began m Feb.1989
when a security guard made a racial .
remark at an intramural basketball
ne. The administration took no
official action, though the remark
was heard by students and a member
of the Dean's staff.
African-Americ-an leaders and
other interested students began to
protest and become informed about
the issue. Mark Goodman, an Afri- -
n-Amer- icaw student leader,wrote
letters to the admiiiisiiarion, staff.
students and media. Bracken said
the lettenmadeotherpeopte aware
that tension existed."
Goodman and a group of con
cerned African-Americ-an and white
Undents investigated admissions
minor ky lecruuing methods and the
nombcrs of African-Am- rj haw stu
dents earolled ia the College.
Bracken said the bubnnaoon
"hesitantly" released. .
jCssnpas rare irlsfinBS.
vertising Hebrew national sausage
worried him. "I couldn't believe
Jews were drawing attention to
themselves. During the war you just
didn't do that." he said. Police si-rens- also
scared him. "They sounded
just like airraid sirens," Hochhauser
said. "It took many years of
uiyonditiming Cor me to not jump
into a basement when I heard a po-
lice siren,".
Remnants of wartime Irving re-fnamtodsy."Iwcats-uttemidde
of a movie theater. During the war,
if there was an air raid and you were
sitting in a movie theater, you had
no chance in the middle. At the
ends, you had a chance." '
, Hochhauseremphasi red thathe's
been very lucky. "I've led a very
fortunate life," he said.! tell these
stories not because I am a masoch-ist,bmbecauself- ear
that in 20years
there will be no one left to tell about
the Holocaust. The revisionists now
who try to claim that the Holocaust
never happened will not be refuted,
because there will be no one left to
refute them. You think it couldn't
happen again? Look at Bosnia, look
at Rwanda. It's happening every-
where. We cannot let the memory
slip away."
Melfbrd Fergison, another
African-Americ- an student leader
and organizer of the movement re-ceiveda-death
threat in campus matt.
Another student was verbally as-
saulted when walking on campus.
"Living in Dream House." said
Bracken, "it made you fed fear as
weU."
The men ofDream House submit-
ted a list of suggestions to the ad-
ministration for aftjo",t including a
cultural studies requirement, in-
creased AfrkavAmerican enroll-
ment and "a total divestment of all
college-owne- d stocks, including
gifts, from companies which con-
tinue to do business in South Af-
rica."
After submitting the suggestions,
"things moved very fast," according
to Bracken. "White supporters were
going to other campus groups," he
continued. "I remember coming out
ofastormy meetingalmost in tears."
Leaders of the movement leaders
believed that the adrnmhtfrsrion was
not acting promptly enough.
Bracken said student feaders wanted
to "force the wheels of change into
'motion." Bracken and the men of
April 28, 1995
Seminar
continued from frontpage
ways been at the forefront of the
ideas in seminar." he said. TYS
win teach these issues no matter
what the topic is." .
Another aspect of the new pro-
gram allows professors to work
collaborstivelymclttstersor groups.
Cboo and Dean Fragaof the biology
department win collaborate on a
section entitled 7om Discovery to
Exptoftatkn: Scientific Progress or
Cultural Mayhem?" Cboo stated
the course will focus on science.
and will ask the question "How
does one live a moral life inaculture
that discovers and exploits?"
" Pf flimimif Sow pf fjie ntamtiwy
attendance requirement for the
Wooster Forum series is also part of
the changes being enacted by the
new program. However, Figge an-
ticipates many professors will urge
or even require students to attend
some of the events. She stated that
tte theme ctrte Forum wiU be con-
nected to the presidential inaugura-
tion, and the inauguration events
win be part of the series. Speakers
and events included in the forum
have not yet been announced.
Dream House went to lock-i-n Galpin
Hall April 20 at 6:30 ajn. The
group grew to number 130 to 200
students. Bracken said.
"What surprised me," said
Bracken, "was bow boring it was
and how peaceful it was. There was
no violence and no destruction of
any kind."
The lock-i-n ended with an agree-
ment reached between students and
the administration. "We saw that
something very positive was going
to happen." said Bracken.
The lock-i-n was really a process
ofawakening forme," said Bracken,
"It showed me that I have the power
as a individual to make change."
Bracken questioned the ttudftt
about current race relationson cam-
pus. The presence of "invisible
fences" in Lowry dining ball and the
lack of a black studies requirement
were discussed. Yvonne Williams,
professor ofblack studies, offered a
different perspective m her eyewit- -
Bracken said that karning about
othercultures andracesis'aprogress
ofgrowth when you make ita
"
Looking for Work?
Gain valuable experience whia you aam money fc tuition.
Earn top pay! Choose the type of work you enjoy
from a wide variety of opportunities.
KELLY Ts!Kfer.".ry
2056 Portage Rd. VVooster, OH
Cs!l Today! 232-717- 1
April 23, 1995
Woods
continued from front page
wluisaifarfifaganrtlriif and
text recovery project located stffl at
Brown.
" Fromtalkingtoyou.itsourtsUke
you really Uke to leach.
I Cb Eke to teach, yes.
- Art you've expressed interest in
teaching at Wooster . What kind of
classeswouldyou like to teachhere?
would need me to teach at a time
when I can in food conscience in-- ')
vest fritf time and energy into teach-
ing.. Fiobstly aot next year. :
Do you seeyourselfbeing able to-balanceiheroUcfbeingapre- sident
art the roU ofbeing a teacher? Is
that going to be d&cuh?
: We0,kisdi3cii!t I have taught
one course a year here at Franklin
and Marshall as Academic Vice
President and k is a attain because
fbO ftfaalOiQtC IttBSbCaT Oftft iSufl yoQ
want to do is a food job for me
Buufini. yob oon twant tosnort-tJiang- ft
&m ulHtyb at tfift aaitift
,
time yon bare responiibfiififs mat
are college-wid- e mat yon simply
most be a food steward of. So it's
mat balance of stewardship of the
institution with the commitment to
teaching effectively that's very
tricky. Bat I do hoc i inning not
next yearbat the following year to
find a schedule that win allowme to
Runser -- '
wins NACS
award
By KRXSTEN DEMALINE
Ed Rnnser, manager of Florence
O. Wilson Bookstore, received the
fitstannoalNatknal Association of
College Stores HnmaiiitarianAward
April 23 at theNACS meeting in SL
Louis.
- The award recognizes "personal,
caring contributions to the college
store industry," said Jerry Bochs,
public relations director of NACS.
Tid is well known in the industry;
when we established the award and
listed the reasons for his nomina-
tion, he was quickly approved."
NACS President Tommy Miller,
when presenting the award to
Runser. said "Ed is a person who
takes oa any task if it helps some-coe,twopeopteorahudrcdp- eople.
Hemenaananynamberofpeoptein
the industry by letter, by article, by
telephone or by friendly conversa--
'liebastaBshtclassesmovsenii-- .
nan in a very special way, keeping
track ofsome ofUs students, acting
- as on-goi- ng instructor to some of
them when they are m trouble. Be-
canse he cares." Rnnser, in atten-
dance at die NACS meeting, was
- unavailable for cemmrnt
Some information provided by
i mlj prrn ryara
feagoodjeemteacfaingacoorsea
What was thefavorite class you
have taught sofar in your career?
I like teaching anything that is
predominantly poetiy and probably --
most especially any Renaissance
poetiy. and I've taught a tot of po-et-ry
courses and Renaissance po--
etry courses m iny time.
- When you're mot teaching art
whenyou' renotpresidenthere,what
" would you Hie to do in your free
time? Do you have any hobbies or
fields ofinterests?
. I love to read mystery novels, I
lie to play tennis.J tie to scubadhe. That's probably my very fa-- ;
votiie thing todo in thewholeworld '
fcfrelaxation. Andlobviousryhave
to go away to do that since I have a
very,very juiputtani pitnclple about -
scuba diving which is: itisn'tssport
if me water is Bflder 75 degrees
thee it's work and Fm not inter--
f Where are some ofyour favorite
place logo? r y;.-i-K;jih:?3- :
;,; Tve been diving in the Caribbean
at Bonaire, and at Grand Cayman,
and in Key West which is a place
yon can drive to in the Caribbean
and go diving. And just most re-
cently I went diving off the Kona
Coast in Hawaii this past winter.
That was magnificent. That was
really wonderful. I don't expect to
By NEWS SERVICES
Television personality Judd
Winick from MTV's The Real
World" wffl speak about "AIDS in
the Real World" tonight. His
presentation, which is free and open
to the public, wffl begin at 7:30
pjn. in Matter auditorium.
Winick moved inloahonaewim
roomniates from a variety ofback-
grounds and cultures, including a
Cuban HIV-positi-ve AIDS educa-
tor, Pedro Zamora.
While an MTV film crew docu--
memrd7jmoca'slife, Winick soon
became very close friends with him.
Through mis relationship with
Zamora.Winick learned all that he
could about AIDS, Zamora's life
and bow to educate others about
the disease. Through this friend-
ship, the "baggage fun of AIDS
stereotypes" Winick carried with
him vanished and an understand-
ing of how this disease affecu all
of us replaced it.
Near the end ofhis life, Zamora
"
askedWinicktocontinue his life's
work of educating others about
AIDS. Since Zamora's death,
Winick has kept this promise and
become a powerful lecturer and
sincere AIDS educator.
Winx&'slecture atWoosterwin
chronicle his experience with
AIDS, stereotypes of the disease, --'
prevention,'efcication and a mot--
The Wooster Voice News
have a lot of time to do mnch of that
in the next several years.
You've mentioned an interest in
new information technologies.
We 're curious about what kinds of
societal changesyou see as these as
bringing about art how you see
students here at the College as be-
ing able to takepart in that.
We are in the noddle of arevoln-tio- n,
and it's a revolution at fcaat as
piclbund as the OutteJibeTgrevofa--'
tion. Ifyoa talk to people who are
alumni of the College you'll find
thata2cf the alunmi have Boemories
of particular professors wish whom
they work and wim whom they had
4 vctf specks! pcrsooiil fclatsioQslupt
often their LS. professor bat not
necessarily. And at the same time
youH find matmany ofthese alums
only very recently have starting us-
ing die computer fcr e-m-ail or for a
wide variety of work applications,
rvefeltasenseof disjunction on the
part of some of these alums I'm
talking about Franklin Jc Marshall
alums butrve had this conversation
withWooster alums aswelL They're
worried that aomehow or another
teaching and learning and what we
do win be distanced from thehuman
element, So what I see as doing at
the liberal arts colleges and a resi-
dential liberal arts college like
Wooster.is bridging thatgap, show-
ing how the new technology, the
ill
.
-- '
f
A '
JedJWMcaefMTV
ing story about Zamora's life. He
win discuss how MTVs national
focus on Zanxn has put a face tojrtjw e tr.HM ct '.jntrM t
new ways ofgathering and crgamz-in- g
information that it allows, can
be hnmaniied. can actually free us
trotohave more human conuctrsihcr
than less. So ma global view, that's
basically where I see usgoing, and I
mink mere are all sorts ofways todo
that, which we can talk about at
more length another time, I expect
It's here to stay, however. I really
think every student must graduate
wia sufficient compute liiBracy to--b- e
effective in this changing envi-- ;
iia iinenu . -
Didyou get to see the presidents'
house when you were on campus?
I did. - ' A
What did yom think?
It's a very nice bouse.
Do you have any plans lo make
any changes when you move in?
Wen, I gather that some basic
changes have not been made for
many years and the Copelands have
encouraged me to at least be in-
volved in picking out the colon for
the repainting and things of that sort
that yon do with a new tenancy. So
Iwm be dowgalittlebUcf thatwith
theirhelpand with the helpof people
on campus.
Whatcolorsareyougoingtouse?
Oh dear, I don't know. I think I
win probably move toward brighter,
colors, I think. ' The very distin
:
"xr'
r
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-
.
guished tones mat characterize the
house right now are
; Photo prowidad by NEWS SERVKXS
the diseare arid how Uaffects every- -
one, no maner wnas men-- dbck--i
around.
irtrii1 firtwiwriT e nibs
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but I guess my taste is probably a
little gaudier.
From the specific to themore gen-
eral, whats the thing you're look-ingfbrwar- dto
most about coming to
Wooster, whether living in the com-
munity or being at the College?- -
Conversations with my col-
leagues faculty, students, other
administrators, members of the
Doara or uuiKicis just coavena
tiona that wffl hdp an set the crec
tion of me CoBege ft the ntxl cen-
tury. Tmreanytooldrig forward to
having those cotfversations end I
1 thatwhatwecanget outof that
is a common vision, and figure out
what we're aQ going to do next and
do it together.
Here's a question that doesn't get
asked often enough on this campus.
How do youfeel about the relations
between faculty, students art the
hourly staff art support staff that
work at the College? What rot do
you see them playing?
Here's what I honestly believe. I
don't know how it would translate
in practice, in a given sitnatioa or a
given place, but I honestly believe
that in a residential college, every
member of the College comnwnriry
is in some sensepartof the leaching
staff. Because every encounter a
student haswith a salesperson in the
bpokstoreorsbuildingsandgiounds
r person orjust anyone, has an impact
" on who yxrifxxnfo'fatnYfuitok
you can separate living in the four
years, of a residential liberal erts
environment from the learning part
of it. So everybody is part of the
same residential learning commu-
nity. And I don't know, as I say,
how you translate mat image of the
College into relationships among
faculty, students and staff. But it
aeemi aprettycoDegialplaceinthst
way right now anyway, so I'm hop-
ing that I encourage that common
feeling ofs common purpose when
I come.
What do you think the students
can offer you, asfar as what sort of
contribution do you think they can
make to your job as president?
Oh, gosh, an enormous contribu-
tion. They can teU me what their
concerns are, what they care about,
what they feel they need to learn,
whether things are working or not
It'i interesting, students have a very
short-ter- m view of the College, be-
cause students are there for four
years and it's the responsibility of
the faculty and theadministration to
have a broader view, a longer-ter- m
view. But on the other hand, we are
the business of educating the stu-
dents who are on campus now, at
this moment, and what the students
could do is pun us from our big
globalvision down to the realities of
what they need now andwhat's hap-
pening nowand there's nobody who
give the student'sjiomtof view ex-
cept the student, sothey'rsxnicial
. mmaking theCollege function pnsp-jlerf-y.
r-v- -. k m ;2?
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Wooster Insight
An era comes to an end
The years from 1977 to 1995 have been good to the College ofWooster.
mtry fraMf ryaovMinM and Liartfriirtinrn. the focndatinn of the Ohio
fight Open, the six tM1 majors bow available, the caring and
attentive apkeep of our beaotifal campus: all of these will remain as
Physical tenundera of the time and commkmeot the Copelands have
invested M oar commnnity. Bat it is die vision, kaderinipandmattafall,
uetsuuaieofftrtVTrrydandibstB
today. Xa ourrash for the here and dow, it is easy tor s&aJents to lose sight
of me rr-- "- goal the College's central mission, as be put it, of
"educating sadergcadaatea." His leadership was instninentsJ in introdo
sag assay changes to the College and its curriculum, bi he aiever lost sight
: ft awHinriar we are the better ItariL We at the Voice would liketoexssad oarbest wishes to President sod Mrs. Copelatfci for happiness in
all their fotare endeavors, and to express our fjatbide for afl they hare
Make use ofcareer services il
. Ia just over two weeks, seniors will walk through Kaote arch and on to
jr frArm. t-- J IniiTTuhipa tvl a wrirty nfrthrr rirTgrnatirra in the
so-call- ed real world. While poat-gradaa- te planning can be a aoorce of
apprehenxioB Car the rest of as, there is a too-oftenoverkxa- ted resource on
campus that can help. Career Services offers a .wide variety of helpful
infbrmstioa foranybody whowants toavoidmoving bsckin wait mora and
dad, or even just for the summer.
: There is really no excase for not feeing started wift Career Services
early, only can they provide informatra
rrbnrif thej ran hrip pnliah np cover letiers and resumes and can give
you tips oa everything from making kitrJligrnt career dedsioni to master-
ing' inaivkwingsfcias. --- - -- ..-
f !3eecanarservicaaowsitBbeyov
you know it.
r--
c-r : - These views represent the majority
board and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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Moral delusions out
;
.
My initial reaction to the bomb- - rate lawyers dbtxjtsmTCndertiaar
ingof the Federal BafldmgmOkla-- riri7CTship before attacking; blow--
homa City was much like the rest of ing up a building is only dinerenu- -
the natko'c "My God. can that
happen hereT I suspect, however,
that I got over it much faster man
most. After all, why not here? Oar
nation's emphasis on civil liberties
" makes
Benjiamin Wachs
si blew np?
good
target, theWorld TYsde CenterdidaTt
blow np by accident, and the Okla-ho-ma
City Federal Building made a
perfect target precisely because it
wassoobscure. Hooestry.bow -
many of as knew that Okla-
homa City even had a Federal
Building before
ated by the fact that it's more civi-
lized than a lynching: and shoner
thanalawsaiL It's a simple lesson.
really: paranoid people wnh guns
shoot things. Paranoid people with
explosives blow Them upc Hmjair- -'
prised we didn't pick np on this
before.
. . i 1 .
The nation's first reaction was far
more interesting. This, you will
"recall, was when we asswned that
this was an act of state sponsored
MJurderers, Ku Klux KJon and
corporate lawyers do not surrender
My own reactions to this their citizenship before attacking;
tragedy, however,are honestly blowing UD a buildins is Onh
not that interesting. The rest of
the nation's are. So far the
American public's reactions
can be categorized into two
stages. Stage one is called
Those damn Middle-Easterner- s,"
and stage two is the "Wow. they
were Anvaicans" stage. Of these
two, "Wow, they were Americans"
is by far the least interesting. The
American public's shock that Ameri-
cans also know how to use explo-siv-es
is pathetic, at best, and no one
should be suprised that of those who
do know how to blow things up,
somebody would. No one should be
surprised, bat many people are.
' "Howcan Americans do that to one
another?" the rw York Tones re-
ported people saying. "How can
Americans do that to other Ameri-
cans?" Obviously some people
haven't been paying attention. Since
the very first settler looked at the
very firstArrerican-Irdia- n and coyly
asked Too don't need all that land,
do you?" violence has been a part of
the American experience. Most of
as are quite aware that rapists, mur-
derers, the Ku Klux Klan and corpo- -
differentiated by thefact that Ws
more civil than a lynching and
shorter than a law suit
termism. The"ThosedamnMiddle-Easterner- s"
phase had come into its
own, and we were aghast that for-
eigners could be so cruel. I look to
the New York Tunes again, which
quoted Americans asking (I para-pbrase)"- Hw
could pec do some-
thing like this?" "These people are
animals!" "I want to know bow
anyone could be such a monster."
You could almost hear our collec-
tive consciousness saying T mean,
we knew they killed each other, but
there were women and children it
that building!"
OurcoDectrve consciousness isn't
too bright. Desperate for an expla-
nation during this phase, the good
people of our nation resorted to pa-
triotism, asking how they (noo-Americam)cclddosorneth- ingbad
(un-Americ- an) to as (Americans).
We became, as we bave a tendency
to do, patriotically enamored of our
own morality towards the world. I
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define patriotism as "the holding of
one's ideology over one's facts,"
bat other definitions are possible.
Samuel Johnson defined it in his
dictionary as "Patriotism: the last
refuse of a scoundrel." Ambrose
Bierce correctea ur. jotmson oy
writing Tatriotism is not the last
refuge ofa scoundrel. Mis the firsc"
George Bernard Shaw noted "Pa-
triotism is your conviction that this
country is superior to all other coon-tri-es
because you were born in it."
GJC Chesterton commented that
"My country rightor wrong' is like
saying, 'My mother
drunkorsober." AH of
these apply, but work-
ing with my definition
of ideology over facts
seems best in this in-
stance, because our re-
action ofpatriotic inno-cen-ce
to foreign attack,
real or (this time) knag--
4ned,nparticularty mis-
guided, and facts can show us why.
Asking how "they" (those ann
mals, those monsters) could do
something like kill innocent people
in another country is like a con-
gressman celling his lobbyist a
crook; it ignores the reality of the
situation, During the 1980s die
CIA was using United States tax
dollars to fund deam squads for the
dominam political party inEl Salva-
dor, and to suggest that the same
OA that didn't consider Saddam
Husaemathreat tovaxU peace could
differentiate between civilians and
legitimate targets is laughable. Be-
sides, were there any "legitimate
targets?" hfcw evidence hasemerged
to show mat, in addition to thou-
sandsofirmocem villagers, our gov-
ernment also killed relief vAxkers,
nuns and democratic opposition to
the party in power. The United
Please see MORALITY page S
--
'
'.
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Morality
Continued from page 4
States government also propped op
the Sandianistas in Nicaragua, the
Shah in Inn, and helped Saddam
Hussein pot down Kurdish rebel-
lion in Iraq: during the GulfWar be
fought with the very same weapons
wepaid for. In Vietnam, the United
States government created Opera-
tion Phoenix, which at last count
killed over 30.000 civilians in an
attempt to ferret out Viet Cong
agents. The OA called it a
We give a brutally repressive Chi-
nese government Most Favored
Nation trading status; we are in the
process ofgiving nuclear reactors to
the totalitarian North Korean gov-
ernment.
When we look in the faces of
terrorists, we see our dollars, our
leaders, oar governments and oar
policies rnirrored backat us. Ameri-
can "self-interes-t" is more lethal
than any explosion.
We most all mourn the loss of life
in Oklahoma city; we must all be
sickened by the face of terrorism
and death, and we must do so, not
only because it is wrong, but be-
cause we cause so much of it. We
most realize, patriotism aside, that
the only difference between our-
selves and the terrorists we fear is
that they poll triggers, and we sup-
port governments. If we choose to
support a foreign policy of self-inter-est
we most never pretend we are
acting morally.' The met that this
time the terrorists were probably
American citizens only furthers the
point: when we demonize oar en-
emies, we are fighting demons of
onr own making.
Benjamin Wacks is Viewpoints
editorfor the Voice
'.. 1. 'JJ
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Elitist attitiades towards student aid
Idor know insbaDdanyArKirtw Weaver's
reputation by referring to turn as my good friend,
but I may. I trust, ifl good conscience, convey my
sadness upon learning ofhis defeat in the Student
- Government ejections of this
Todd Lewis month. I too suffered defeat in
those same elections, bat it is
hemming something of a habit on my part, and
besides, I usually have the good fortune (this
occasion being no exception) to loseby a substan-
tial margin. Mr. Weaver, having lost by 19 votes,
can share no such comforts with me, but, as in all
endeavors, you pays your money and you takes
your chances. Victory went to capable men, and I
know mat the student body will sleep better with
Messrs. Flint and Pernod awake on the bridge, and
with Mme. Durham at the wheel.
Campaigns are always fun, this occasion being
no exception, and my brief re-expo- sure to the
climate and calamities of Wooster served as a
break from the grinding monotony of laboring in
God's chosen land, and as a reminder ofwhy I was
in Alabama in the first place: insufficiently large
funds and insufficiently warm clothes. Yet my fair
spring trip to the tundra proved abitter disappoint-
ment; my faith mcanuw leaders was shaken, and
my abiding faith in cynicism deeply reinforced.
Certain elite members of the student body and
not-so-el- ite members of the faculty had, as of my
visit, been outraged by the cutting of student aid
and done what comes naturally: protest. This isnot
distressing, forall well know that College students
rarely vote, and rarer still will be the day that
anythingresults from such temper-tantrum- s. More
important than the very mere prospect of then-succes- s,
however, was the repulsive ethos which
such action demonstrates.
Over the past twenty years the welfare state
which promised to lift people out of poverty has
been borne on the backs of the working poor
through such regressive monstrosities as the FICA
and MedicareMedicaid taxes. Large deficits en-
sure a high tax burden well into the next millen-
nium. Republicans in Congress have proposed to
cut all mannerofgovernment programs tocurb the
largess behind it alL Among those slated for the
chopping block; federal aid programs to stu-
dents.' ;
I had only in my most ungenerous moments
imagined that the well-kno- wn Victims Club on
campus would try to rally their troops (all three
of them) behind the cause of the poor and
oppressed college undergraduates. I will not
name names, as recriminations would be inap-propria- te.
Among the students involved, I
would hate to blame those who in this, as in
other matters, appear not to have given it much
deep thought. I win say however, that I found
the sight of these few college students, mostly
affluent, protesting their being weaned from
the federal sow, to be a disgusting sight
There was a time in this country when rich
liberals would dedicate their fortunes and their
lives to the uplifting of the poor. How great the
culture of complaint that, upon discovering
their new-fou-nd victim status, they can dedi-
cate those same resources to the uplifting of
themselves! The true progressives, were mere
any left in the Democratic party or in the ranks
of these so-call-ed 'liberals, would hang then-head- s
m shame at such displays.
I sm not reproaching any buta snuill minority
on campus; ita not the acceptance of the loans
which is reprehensible. So long as they are
mere, refusing them makes as much sense as
sending SSOtoRoss Perot; sorrieone richerthan
you benefits, and you get warm and fuzzy and
a little poorer. Hypocrisy lies in allowing one's
base self-inter-est to colour one's judgement in
public matters. As citizens, as human beings,
we are supposed to think of others as well as
ourselves when petitioning government.
"But why?" they appear to say. So what if
regressive taxes force lower-cla-ss parents into
the work force and their kids into day care? So
what ifwe are burdening future generations for
the sake ofour precious CD of the Month clubs
andbetter-than-tho- u Geoffreiy Beaene fashion
expressions? And don't yon dare suggest to
mem that enlisting in the military is a perfectly
honorable way toearn money forcollege: what
other reason do we have for keeping those
under-clas- s minorities in welfare-subsidiz- ed
slums than that their taxes pay for ournation and
that they fight our wars for us! No messy boot-cam- p
or morally-distressi- ng wars for us; we
keep our Mercedes new and our consciences
clean herein the upper-clas- s!
As a man who registered to vote on his eigh-
teenth birthday and has participated in every
election since, I am writing my Congressmen
and suggesting that they cut italL and moreover
cut it over summer break, when they need not be
bothered by these modern-da- y Anti-Rob- in
Hoods. The results would be worth it; perhaps--,
a Utile time spent toiling with the underclass to
pay for their tuition would give these snots some',
measure of compassion for those from whom;
they have no qualms leeching, with meir peoV
tions and their marches."---'-- - o ioi'Just as Klan rallies drive home thepriceof the
free speech, so do disgusting spectacles such as'
thisone remind us of the dangers to afreeeocaety1
ofan irresponsible citizenry. My brother, not as
fortunate as I was to win a scholarship, will be
entering Marine Corps boot camp in a little over
arooruh, and oftrntirrteslregret nothavmg taken
that route myself. The hours may be more
demanding and the conversation notes stimulat-ing,b- ut
it is a reminder that somewhere there are
people who understand the price paid in blood
for our freedoms, and who do not dare abuse
them in the pursuit of despicable, low and cal-
lous self-intere- st. ..:-.-;.- .;
The responsible thing to do is to debate why
tuition perennially rises at twice the rate of
inflation. To this, ! expect, our administration
would not take such a kind eye; such would not
be an ineffectual and shameful cry-fest,butar- eal
fight. Certain members of the present student
leadershfrare adpaote lor the spectaclewirieh I
described. I have cause to believe, and let us all
hope, that Messrs. Flint and Penrod as well as
Mme. Durham will be up for the more important
task.
Todd Lewis will be editor in chief
of the Voice next year.
All we ever needed to know we learned at Wooster
The war is over and we are victo-
rious. After four years of stooping
to the lowest possible academic de-nomins- tor,
we are finally graduat-
ing. Frankly, if mey called us into
Hank's office tomorrow and said,
"Here'syoordrpkna,hore'sabottle
ofchatrune, you have 24 hours to
Mike Householder
& Jeremiah Jesse jjf,
we
would take theiroffer ma heartbeat.
The question is: After four years,
what exactly have we learned?
. SGA is still the most useless
quasi-governmen- tal organization
outside of the Norm Korean legisla-
ture.
If you're thinking of bringing
someone back to your room after a
party remember that there are cer-
tain advantages to having your bed
on thefloor. For example,wmle itis
tpmrtinf cr"" marantic to
throw someone down on the bed, it
is rarely so to burl them up onto a
loft.
If there is a great White male
patriarchal conspiracy that will en-ab-le
us to breeze through Yale Law
School and into a six-figu- re salary
within a decade through oppression
and cronyism, could it please call
us? Weknowyou'reout there. First
Year Seminar told us so.
Don't drink and drive. While
you may be able to get the
front end knocked back out
and the fender put back on,
you will never, ever, be able
to get the smell ofJim Beam
out of your upholstery.
This campus has a Greek
system "with fraternities and
scranoes. No matter bow
much the waterheads and gin freaks
winch constitute "Campus Coun-ciTtry- .if
itwalks likeaduck, quacks
like a duck and swims, calling it an
ostrich doesn't change a thing. (It
only pisses off the duck.)
There is an illegal white slave
trade that operates out of Galpin,
snipping young fat boys to brothels
in the Quebec north woods. We
have pictures.
Never mix alcohol and mari-
juana. You could forget where you
put your beer.
Every fourTuesdays, dinnerwill
always be dam strips ami roast beef
tat jus.
The Voice, which used to be ran
by lushes who threw bourbon par-
ties in Lowry's basement, is now
"Ditto' Drive-Thr- u" is not to be
taken literally. They expectyou to
stop, orat least slow down, when
making apurchase.
run by people who dunk beer is
something drunk by dog sodomists
and devil worshippers.
"Ditto's Drive-Thr- u" is not tobe
taken literally. They expect you to
stop, or at least slow down, when
making a purchase.
Andrews library is run by an
organization of Italian fascists un-
der the leadership of an aged Martin
Boorman. They manage day to day
affairs through a robotic likeness of
Damon Hickey. We have proof.
NO matterhow much you cry, no
nuuterhow much youbeg, the power
junkies inLowry food service won't
let you take more than two entrees at
a time.
Prediction: Hank will not give
up power gracefully. The former
president will take over
Gatouv Hall and refuse to
comcLpnt until the College
requires a course on people
with southern accents living
in Eastern Ohio. New First
YearSeminar theme: Drawl,
YaU and Difference. Pro-
fessors Hodges and Holliday
support the measure.
One of our favorite things to do
on an autumn Saturday afternoon in
Wooster ism attend aFighting Scot
football game. Now, understand
that the reason to go is to see the
band, because if anyone actually
goes to see the football team, then
we seriously question the sanity of
these individuals. The last time good
football was played by Wooster in
Papp Stadium, the Red Sox and the
Indians were World Series partici-
pants.
McGaw is just-no- t an attractive--
looking piece of architecture. As
one of our professors once said, Tt
is hard to reach religious fulfillment
in someone's basement."
Books will be more expensive if
you buy mem from Florence O. Wil-
son Book Swap n Swindle. Much
more expensive. Does the phrase
"Corrupt as acabal ofhorse thieves"
have any significance?
It is very bad not to pay your
VISA bill. Once, the credit card
scanner at CW.'s read "Stall him,
cut up the card, break bis legs, we'll
be right down."
Luce is a nice place to five.
Kenardan is even nicer. Annington
on a Sunday morning at 2 ajm,
however, is akin to living in a Vene-
tian open sewer.
You can never leave fast enough.
Mike Householder is going to
journalism school He drinks a
lot. Jeremiah is marrying the girl
ofhis dreams. He drinks Kiltian's.
Feature
Hear Ye! Hear Ye! Ohio Supreme? Court meets in
Area high school students witness court sessions, learn aboutjudicialprocess
By JENNIFER SCHUPSKA
Approximately 13.000 high
school students have gone id Court
in Ohio since 1987 wfcnout having
committed a single crime.
There is no desecration ofjustice
liere,ncrwereihestndentswitnesses
in me cases tried. Rather, they were
participants in a program which
seeks to leach people about car
country's legal system.
1 think that many people don't
anderstand oar justice system, and
certsinly they don't imderstand the
SoprexrieCbort."JosDce Alice Robie
Resnick said before a session of the
SuprenxCcvtofOhioheklraGaalt
Recial HsQ on Wednesday. The
session was part ofa program which
sxii vti to demoustiale judicial pro-ceedir- igs
by uuangihe Court"on tbe
road" twice a year and allowing
high school stadents to watch oral
arguments in piugiess. -
Since me program's initiation the
Court has visited 23 counties; sta--
dents from 32 corjmies have
.
wit-
nessed the procedingsV ' "
Viewjng the oral arguments was
noCboeveV. ftcTfckfint i"
volvement with the cases. Scbed-ol- es
and case synopses were sent to
local high school wishing to per-- --
In Ijatft in 'the program.' and nttor '
neys Visited the schools and spoke
about the legal proceedings. --Ac-
cording to Chief Justice Tho-m-as
J. Moyer, one reason for taking
the Conrt to diflerent counties is
that'll1 tmpnrfnf JTft "gh
school students but all people un-
derstand, the role ofthe Court." The
program was open to the public
Another purpose of me visit, ac-
cording to Moyer. was to dear np
History reflects changes in both
the College and the "Voice
possible future headlines read,
Practice ofDeath Penalty Debated by
Students," or "College's 20th President
on Selection ofthe 10th?" I
hope so.
By AARON SKRYPSKI
In this column it has been pointed
out, week after week, thatwe are not
die first students to ever grace me
gently rolling
sidewalks here at
Wooster. There Might not
have been articles "Ancient
onpastbuildings, Pastpranks and presi-
dents. CommentsAreas of
life, both certainly
academic and so
cial, have been addressed, as have
basic traditions ofthe College itself.
Yet one thing remains to be ex-
plored: the origins of the Voice
itself.
The paper which you are reading
is steeped in a tradition all its own.
misconceptions about die judicial
system. "Many people believe that,
the Supreme Court decides cases .
that are difficult, not easy to ander-
stand, and not necessarily having to
do with issues that affect everyday
life." be said.
In choosing the cases prmrnted
for high school programs. Moyer
said, the Court usually tries to find a
variety which srndfnrswifl relate to.
"We usually try to have a mix of
issues," he saidVaddingtiiat the cases
chosen often have connections to ,
the counties m which they are to be
presented
la the Supreme Court of Ohio,
each sidehas IS minutes in which to
pi tatnt its argument, exceptat death
penalty cases, which allows each
side30 minutes. Wednesday's cases
ifrf ft with nich jfhii &s sexoal
hanassment, wrongful discharge,
traffic law, and asset ownership.
Karen Edwards-Smit- h, attorney for
the appellant in the sexoal
harrassment case, emphasized in a
.
briefing after the oral arguments that
' hundreds of hoursgo into the prepa-
ration for each 15-min-nte argument
" She added that attorneys most read
eacbcfltecajesvftkmeyvmuio' '
cite m their arguments.
- Kathleen O. Tatarsky. attorney
for the appellee in the same case,
concurred, saying. "Nobody gets
paid enough for this kind of case .
I have not been paid for taking this
to the Supreme Court."
Moyer also commented that
people often see the legal and ex-
ecutive branches of govermsent as
more important than the judicial
power to tax or to assemble an army.
He emphau'ird. however, that the
The first student publication ap-
peared in December, 1872. The
University Reviewmadeininy woo
the world along with "Whistler's
Mother," the Brooklyn Bridge and
the telegraph. While its interna-
tional significance may have been
slight, the paper opened a new era
forWoosaer students. Notonly could
news be shared, but a forum for the
airing of student concerns had been
created.
legal branch does have strength.
, HQie judlcUbondi will save the
people from the tyranny ofgovern-
ment." be said.
"I think it can be said that the
judicial branch has served hs role
for over 200 years." Moyer added.
Tbe judicial branch only has an-thor- ity
so long as tbe peoplebelieve
that our derisions are made fairly
and impartially."
The justices also explained some
of the traditions and procedures to
which the Court adheres. One of
these octet mines bow the justices
riismts and vote on the cases Ihey
hear. After the oral arguments are
over, the justices retire and state
their views cat tbe case, in order
from most to least seniority. No
justice may interrupt another until
all have suued their beliefs in turn;
after each has spoken, they discuss
the case openly. After discussion is
finished, the justices vote, in order
from leak to most seniority.
Another has to do with choosing
which justice will write tbe majority
opinion. Resnick said that each
jnvriff hasatolcftt.andthctokwif of
those judges sktng with the major--it- y
are placed m a leather borne. --
One token is then poured out, and
thatjustice writes the majority opin-
ion. The disarming opinion, on the
other hand, is usually written by a
volunteer.
Justices Moyer. Resnick,Douglas
and Deborah Cookalso commensed
on the trial ofOJ.Sirnpson,ernpha-- .
sizing that it is nota typical example
ofcourt ptoceduies. Donglassuscd
that be thinks the jurors' strike may
have helped to bring some order to
the case. "It seemed to me that the
jurors, in their collective wisdom.
The University Review was de-
scribed as a "serious publication."
not unlike the Voice today. Then,
however, the top stories concerned
Darwinism, the secularization of
educaDjon and tbe
reading ofexami-
nations. Tbe edi-
torial page held a
plea demanding
that a gym be
buQt for student
While today
these issues may irrelevant, in
1872 they were a hotbed of contro-
versy at the College. Never before
had students been able to speak out
so openly. Questions arose: How
please see PAPER, page 7
had more sense man those involved
with tbe Brian." he said.
Moyer criticized the attorneys'
behavior in relation to the case.
"Some of their conduct is despi-
cable," be commented. .
. Douglas alsospokeofhis mvorve-me- nt
with a committee which seeks
to review the "charade"
cprocedures associated with death-penal- ty
cases. Tbe committee's"
goal, according to Douglas, is to
prevent the lloVhourputting-offo- f
the death penalty." He added, how-
ever, that there have been no execs-- .
tkns in Ohio since 1963.
Moyer commented. "The juries
are really not quick to recommend
the death penalty " He added that
no death penalty cases have been
tried in the high school programs;
although be did schedule one, the ,
all scats $1.50
an the time!
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attorneys requested that it be re-
scheduled because the parties in-
volved in the case lived in the areain
which the program was to be pre-
sented. He has since decided thatall
death penalty cases will be tried in
Columbus.
.
- r V0 j
Regardless ofwhether death pen-- ? .
afry cases arc far Iwfrd rryrhy.
this program seems an excellent
opportunity for students to learn
more about tbe judicial system, es--;
pecially if they are considering a
career in law. Allowing students to
watch the oral argmncnts faprogress
helps them to understand how the
court procedure actually works; by
integrating this opportunity into a
larger project within each high
school, the program helps to dem-
onstrate the broader aspects of the .
legal system.
.
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A product of the de-
mented
A one time four pdge?H
minds in Nancy supplement to the Voice
Grace's journalism class demonstrating ouramaz- -
irig prowess
HEY, ITS 15 OF OUR GRADE.
"So." you wonder, "what makes you think that I would be interested in
reading four pages ofsomeone else's homework?" Fair question. Think
ofit this way: this is the work ofan entire class, working all semester to
provide you, the reader, with the highest quality ofjournalism Wooster has
to offer. We've tried to cover those aspects of college life that the Voice,
for alt its talented writers, rarely illustrate. What do students do out of
class? What societies, clubs and groups do students run without the safety
net ofcollege affiliation? There is more to being aWooster student than is
printed in any college publication.
The journalism class that worked on this insert has had a chance to see
the other side ofnews composition; the "dark side." With deadlines, edits,
cuts and bruised egos; thefaa that we can still talk to each other is surely
a miracle. Its also testament to the professionalism ofthe class operation
that Zach and his crew run on a regular basis. Asfor our meager wares,
all we hope is that after reading themyou can say with confidence thatyou
have learned something new.
from the editors
Hope for us yet . .
BY BETH COOPERMAN
As soother year comes to an end,
many people will reflect upon their
coUege experience. While academ-
ics ate a major constknent for the
students curriculum, so are crazed
nights with friends. Our highly es-
teemed professors were once col-
lege students too, and for the most
part, they were no different from
many of us. ..
Dr. AnnaPlopbs Andrews, a pro-
fessor in the physics department and
agracluale oftheCollege ofWooster,
sewed her roommate's sheets to the
bed. her shoes to the floor and her
clothes together sa a practical joke.
From the English department. Dr.
Paul Christiansen was an active
member in the SL Paul choir, but
was famous forsinging a song called
"Green Gang Green." He sang this
song, which was "a satire of an in-
credibly awful woman" at an audi-
tion for a television commercial.
Psychology professor Dr. Susan
Clayton, an avid climber in college,
reached such heights as Carlton
College's water tower. However
her ultimate college goal was to
climb to the roof of every building
on campus, which she was not able
to accomplish.
Dr. Rod Korba, chair of the com-municat- ion
department, appro-
priated a seven-fo- ot chicken from
the middle of an intersection with
the help of his roommate. They
broughtthechicken, which weighed
over 300 pounds, back to Denison
without anyone knowing. It was re-
turned a week later unnoticed.
Philosophy professor Dr. Henry
Krcuzman and his five housemates
from Xavier University dumped
their garbage in their garage, in-tend- ing
to bring it out to the curb.
However, they kept forgetting, so
by the end of the semester they had
eight feet of garbage.
In October of 1978, biology pro-
fessor Dr. William Morgan raced
his parents 1973 station wagon
against a friend. After passing his
friend, Morgan made a sharp right
turn in an effort to lose hisopponent
He recollects. "I didn't make it and
crashed into a pillar," which dented
the Cornell University structure and
broke his nose.
Dr. John Gates, a tenured profes-
sor of the history department, had
one thing to say about his college
experience. "See 'Animal House.'
That's as close as anyone is going to
get to Stanford in the late 60s.
These respected professors have
taught the students of the College of
Wooster many lessons, the most
important being mat there is hope
for everyone.
The Shade is back? Who's Moin afiywk?
BY SARAH DEBACHER
On a typical Thursday afternoon at The Shack,
College of Wooster students and the occasional
"townie"skslheavy wooden tables, sipping capuccro
and smoking cigarettes while the pinball machine
whirs and beeps in the background. Known as a
MomVaftemative for a quick snack or lunch. The
Shack offers something that on-camp- us places defi-
nitely do not: an indoor place to hang out and grab a
meal, complete with smoking privileges.
The Shack is nothing new to the Wooster campus.
Fifty years ago. The Shack was much the same: a
popular hangoutand burgerjoint with ajukebox. But
recently the face ofthe Shack has changed, under new
owner MikeOurdon. Chirdon, who has been in the
restaurant business since age 17, splits his time be-
tween The Shack and The Parlor Restaurant in down-
town Wooster. His plans forThe Shack are ambitious;
Tm bringing The Shack back to the College of
Wooster the way it should have been 50 years ago."
Chirdon explained that when be first sought pur---
' '
- chase
"I'm bringing The Shack back of the
to the College ofWooster the Shack,
way it should have been 50
years ago." tive"
in the
business sense. "I knew what the college students
would want," he said. And, for the inostpart, itseems
that Chirdon does. The Shack offers a smoky alterna-
tive to the library, a cool alternative to Mom's, and
capoccino and bagels to tempt the palette of any
college student Hoping to further capitalize on the
college market, Chirdon is looking to open another
Shack-lik- e establishment on one of eight other Ohio
college campuses.
Despite Chirdon's good intentions, some Wooster
students have complained about the new ownership,
and those who used to sit for hours with one cup of
coffee feel pressure from the "No Loitering'' sign
clearly posted out front. Junior Erin Marks said, "I
used to be able to come in here and not have to buy
anything. I could just sit and chat and smoke."
Chirdon insists that the sign was intended for the
"under-ag-e and tindisciplined" Wooster High School
students, who hung around the "old" Shack at all
hours. Indeed, most of the high school patrons are
gone, leaving Wooster students a hangout almost
exclusively.
However, considering the empty pockets and bank
accounts of most college students, the new Shack
menu prices have not been well received. The prices
have gone up, and some complain that portions have
gotten smaller. Jill Bartholomew "97 said that when
she complained about a skimpy batch of fries Chirdon
toldher that"we always use one potato." "Itmusthave
been a really small potato." Bartholomew said. Busi-nesslikeanlprofessknaUamxlongaveBai- tiKomew
another portion.
But when dealing with patrons as unbusinesslike
and unprofessional as college students, perhaps a little
"loosening up" could do The Shack well. Even with
live bands and musicians and less of the high school
"shack rats" around, it's nothard to miss the old ways
of "free hanging" and large backets of cheap, greasy
fries. As sophomore Kate SchUtlrman put it, "Oh
welL At least they didn't rsire the cigarette prices."
BY KEVIN GOHEEN
Probably everyone on campus knoafM.Truck Stop, the snack bar on the lower leveTofowrynj
Center. Mom's is the familiar place where eyeryonecan
eat, hangout, study, or catch a Spotlight Showcase p&
Saturday night. Few people are aware of the utyquc,,,
history of Mom's or know how this conifortable spot !,
actually got its name. ,". V,
-- Z
Mom's well-round- ed menu offers everything from a .
quick snack toaheartymeaL allatprices that are virtually
impossible tobeat, even in a small town like Wooster, As
Howard Raber, the man in charge ofLowry food service,
.
which includes Mom's, put it, "with all the money stu-
dents pay to come to college, I wouldn't want to rip you
.
off for the price of a hamburger. "Raber's goal as
Director ofFood Services is simply to cover the costs of
food and labor and provide a healthy environment in
which students can enjoy their food. Employed atWooster
for 21 years, Raber explained that the name for the snack
bar was chosen by students back in the days when Lowry
was still under construction. Although be would not say
exactlymmm mmm,
"With all the money students 7. b
pay to come to college, I JJ
wouldn't want to rip you off was, he
for the price ofa hamburger.'9 hi- -
that an interview with Frieda. Jentes mjghj yield jnoie
precise answer.
Frieda Jentes is the small, pleasant looking, white-hair- ed
woman who can be seen at the grill or walking --
around behind the counter about three times a week,
wearing her large green dishwashing gloves down in .
Mom's. When asked how long she has worked at Mom's,
Ms. Jentes replied "Wefl, I'm 82 now and I came here
when I was 40 so that's 42 years." Frieda, who holds the
distinction ofbeing the College's oldest employee, sated
that she has stayed at Mom's for so many years simply ,
because she "enjoys it." In response to a question about
who Mom really is, Freida said, "we are all moms, I'm
great greatgrandmom, but we're all moms." Both Jentes
and Howard Raber agreed that the thing that has hurt
Mom's business the most has not been the "new" Shack,
but rather the new non-smoki- ng policy which went into
effect two years ago. Raber explained that many more
"people used to come in and smoke, have something to
eat, and spend money." His latest strategy to combat This
loss of business is to convince the college to buy mom.
picnic tables so that Mom's customer's can smoke out- -'
side in a sidewalk cafe type atmosphere. Frieda agreed
that banning smoking "definitely hurt business," but
added that "it's cleaner, really cleaner" without it. : .
Mom's is definitely "cleaner" without all the smoke
these days and with the addition of great new kerns like
mozzarella sticks, BuffaloWings, Ben and Jerry's Peace
Pops, and breadsticks. Mom's remains the best alterna-
tive to Lowry or Kittredge. The food is cheap, the ak is
clean, and the staff, comprised ofeight fuD-ti- me workers
and 15 students who work part-tim- e, are all friendly and
polite. Probably the greatest thing about Mom's, how-
ever, is Frieda, a woman whose commitment to, the
College is unsurpassed and whose love of food and
students is what keeps her coming back year after year
Grabbmgasnack at Mom'sdurmg today is worm it, just
to bear Frieda tell a few stories about what Wooster was
like before Lowry was built and before Mom's was
named after her.
Blacksheep Rugby: A tale of two teams
BY PAUL KINNEY
Rugby is not a violent sport, and
contrary to popular opinion k is not
like playing football without pads.
Just ask Darwin Keith-Luc- as '96.
"Scratches, braises and broken noses
are common, but that's about the
extent of it," says Lucas. "It's actu-
ally a lot more like soccer."
T y last week and earlier this
week I had the opportunity to inter-
view several members of the
Blacksheep
Rugby Club con
cerning this past "Scratches, bruises and
weekend's big broken noses are
""""I common, but thafsmeat m Coram- - . . -- M
bus, the Ohio about the extentA of it,"
Classic. The says Keith-Luca- s. "It's
e- - actually a lot more like
tared about 60 ?,
men's teams but 'OCCer.
only six women's
teams, as this year was the first in
which women's teams have been
included.
Going into the weekend there was
a bit of concern about the men's
ability to field a team while there
seemed to be nothing but excite-
ment on the part of the women's
team. -
"We've had a bit ofa crisis," said
Dunc&' Jones 93. "Threemembers
are hurt from participating m activi-
ties other than rugby. In fact there
have been a lot of injuries, but I
think weH be OK."
Kathy Szabo 9S, captain of the
women's team, had other things on
her mind. Concerning the 60 men's
teams, she said, "that equals out to
about 1AO0 men, and if you divide
that by half you have about 700
eligible and attractive men, so the
game is on.
. "Bat seriously, we will see some
excellent women's teams playing
and we win have the opportunity to
participate and learn from it," she
continued on a more serious note.
It was an interesting weekend to
say the least. Only three members
of the men's team showed up on
Saturday mornjpg in Col urabus, and
they had to forfeit themselves from
the tournament. The women, al-
though they played only one game
since some team members had to
leave early, nevertheless gained
some valuable experience from the
tnnrnarrtt
"We didn't win our game, but it
was a good bonding experience, and
we had the opportunity to see some
fantastic, fundamentally sound and
structured rugby." said Szabo, as
the team dipped to 1-- 4. "The parties
afterwards were great. We got to
socialize with a lot of other rugby
people, and we got a tot out of that.
For example, we may get some
teaching help from an Ohio referee
next year, and some of the guys
from Akron's team also expressed
interest in coaching our team as
welL"
Joneswas obviously feelingiliole
dejected about the men's forfeit. "It
was kind of upsetting. I was miser-
able," be said with a little laugh.
"The team is obviously not willing
to put in the effort that it will take to
remain a club activity." Tarindu
--Weeri" Weeramuni 95 added.Tt's
a shame because I really love the
sport. The dedication and determi-natio- n
just doesn't seem to be there."
Szabo was a Hole more blunt in
her opinion of the
men's team's
woes. "No one on
their team really
wants the respon-
sibility of kading
and organizing
practices, games
and so on. Until
someone takes
charge they are go-
ing to do nothing."
Despite theirteam's failed appear-
ance, Eric Coleman 93 and Phil
Utter 97 joined forces with some
Omo University B team players and
participated anyway. "It was good
for me in the sense that I was in-
volved in more plays on that scrap
team than in any othergame I played
in over my college career." joked
Coleman.
When asked what he thought it
would take to revive lagging inter-
est in the team, Jones replied, 1
think it's going to take a ground
swell of people who really want to
bring it back. We haven't won any
games this semester and that's got to
be self dfearing, especially after
having a winning season last year
(4--3 record). I know Darwin wants
to keep the team going, but it's go-
ing to be tough for him since he's
still learning the game."
Despite Jones' and Weeramuni 's
doubts about the men's team's sur-viv- aL
the two senior men had a lotof
praise for the women's team.
"Kathy's done an excellent job re-
vamping the women's team," said
Weeramuni. "My first year the
women's team was in the same situ-
ation as the men's team is now, and
Katfay really put in a tot of work to
make sure that someone will be there
in the future to take over." Jones
aclded,"They're building up, they're
getting organized, and they're pay-
ing their dues. They look like
they're going to have a successful
few years, at least, with the amount
of talent they have. On the other
band, the men's team is in total
disarray."
"We've got a tot of people com-
ing back next year, people with very
positive attitudes." said Szabo.
"There's a lot of interest in keeping
it going, and it will continue despite
what the College thinks."
Incidentally, the College does not
recognfre the Blackthrrp Rugby as
a club, and has banned either team
from practicing or playing games on
'it
" . i. f
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Do or die: Blacksheep men's rugby team make their last stand.
campus property. Gang a memo
from Jan. 26, 1989, from Dean of
Students Kenneth Plusqaellec. "the
College would need to upgrade Us
support of Rugby to the level of
other sports by providing property
trained professional personnel for
supervision arxlor coaching, invest-
ing m adequate epuprnem and pro-vidi- ng
trained athletic trainers. In
order to meet these requirements, it
would be necessary for the College
to make significant investments of
staff and money in the program.
Those resources simply are notavail-
able." The club remained unoffi-
cially on campus until the fall of
1991. when the College, according
to Jones, told James Becker, then
the men's captain, that legal action
would be taken if the dub did not
move off campus.
"It's hard because we don't have
a roach, we dca'thaveplaying fields
and we cant advertise on campus;
we do everything ourselves," said
Szabo. Gary Vick 96, captain of
the men's team, added, "It's hard to
get anything going because of the
campus silence. We're not even
allowed to advertise for the team
outside of the mailroom."
The team exists now only through
its own funding and from private
Interview with a dancer
BTAMY BOYDEN AND JENNIFER KOSTELNIK
In the seldom-see- n upstairs ofWishmhafl, dancers
have been practicing diligently for the upcoming dance
concert to be performed for the benefit of the students
and people ofWooster. Some have been practicing all
semester, some even longer. An of their efforts will be
showcased this weekend, at the Spring Dance Concert,
performed by the Wooster Dance Company.
There are two dance concerts ayear, one funded,one
not. This fan the concm win be shown on the stage at
FrmtlantW Theater. April 27. 28 and 29 beginning at
8:15 p.m. Lastsemestersconcertwasafarless formal
affair, presented in the dance studio itself. Once ayear,
the dance company, and those who audition to take
part, get the opportunity to perform before a large
audience sitting in permanent seats, rather than the
folding chairs and platforms that cramp the studio for
the non-fund-ed concert.
Audiences win see eightpieces performed, seven by
choreographers local to theCollege ofWooster.and an
eighth that includes two guest dancers. The College
choreographers include students Christine Cairns,
Amelia Sutlon, Alison Flint, Jana Freed, Li Mei Ooi,
Fnabrrh Staruch and College dance instructor Kim
Trio. The guest artists are Dana Dodge Koppert, who
worked with Trio on one piece, and Angelo Lemmo, a
choreographer with the Canton Ballet. On top of all
this, there win be a performance by the Repertory
Project, a Cleveland-base- d dance company.
Along with appearances by guest artists, there are
two pieces of special distinction in this show. First is
a piece that Kim Tritt has dxyeographed forFhrahrfh
Staruch to perform. The dance, set to the classic jazz
song "Stormy Weather." has been done as a gift. Just
who that someone is, Trin won't say. T don't want to
dVnariom Still, it is a tribute to the
efforts of the Blacksheep teams that
they have been able to remain intact
as long as they have. They are an
example of what it means to be a
totally student-ru- n cfywization.
Both teams will close out the sea-
son this Saturday, as the men are
scheduled toplay Ashland while the
women will take on Ashland and
Ohiohksfthem. The games will be
played atC4iioAgiiautiral Research
and Development Center.
Ifyou warn a taste ofa truly inde-
pendent student organization, come
on out and show your Blacksheep
support.
comment on this piece because it is a gift for some-
one When you buy a gift, you choose what win be
good for that person."
Secondly, Elizabeth Staruch, a senior English and
Theater double major, has choreographed, and win be
performing in, her Senior LS. Stsruch has crafted her
own vampire myth, set to a Shostakovich Chamber
Symphony in C minor. During the twenty minutes and
five inovements, Staruch hopes to "suck the audience
into another world.'' She has created characters out of
her vampires, making them "rich" and "elaborate"
through not only the dancing, but also the costuming
by Kim Vaughn, and special lighting by Eric Appleton.
Those who attended the fall concert may recognire
some of the piece, as the first movement was previ-
ously performed without the lighting arxicostumes.
The idea forS taruch's piecehas a history going back
to her Junior LS. in which she wrote about sexual
identity in Brahm Stoker's Dracula. The English
portion of her double major again looks into the
vampire mythos, this time looking at Dracula and
Interview With the Vampire, tod the parallels between
the ieyi r.sea tfation of the vampire through the centu-
ries. Those who have read one or both of these books
should notbe looking fora dramatization ofeither; the
story behind tbx dance is completely of her own
making.
Although she hopes the concert will be a success,
"Tritt wishes the audience could see where we
were four weeks ago. There has been so much growth
in the dancers." AU the hard work and effort the
dancers have put into this concert should be apparent
when the curtain goes up after a semester or more of
dedication.
Awareness
through art
BY CABRIELE WILSON
"Art can be used as a tool to wake up
people's consciousness." said the artist-in-iesiden- ce
sealed before his detailed
woodcut in die College of Wooster
printmaking studio. Like many of his
latest works, this piece is devoted to one
of his Colombian friends who was mur-
dered fighting to protect the rainforest.
The artist and native of Cali, Colom-
bia, is Luis Arango. His work depicts his
memories of the numerous areas of the
world where he has lived and traveled.
Growing up with a family of noted art-
ists, Arango studied under his uncle and
cousin,both Colombian masters ofdraw-
ing and. painting. After graduating from
high school, Arango's father urged him
to study medicine, but because he
dreamed ofbecoming apainter hesought
refuge with the Cogi Indians inTanganga,
Colombia. There Arango worked on
fishing boats and studied-o- il painting
while learning of "a simpler way of life,
living in harmony with nature."
After two years in Tanganga. Arango
convinced bis father that traveling was
an education in itselfand received money
to travel to Europe.Asia, die Middle East
and the United States. He sold his work
on the streets ofNew YorkCity for three years
before moving to New Hampshire where he
met his wife, artist Kate Cross. The couple
moved to Colombia and purchased a farm
where Arango painted tropical scenes and
animals of the jungle, traveling back and forth
to Florida to sell his works. -
Life in Colombia was peaceful and produc-
tive until political problems arose in 1991.
Without choice, the Colombians were ex-
posed to extreme politics. Arango and his
friends started an artists' commune using
their works "to show bow drugs and greed
were destroying the country." The Arangos
were accused ofbeing radical revolutionaries
by the "drug lords," who be described as
"those bribing government officials." Sev-
eralofthe Arango's friends andrelatives were
munleredbecauseof theirbold views. Threat'
ened by the violence, the couple moved to
Key West and then to Wooster to be close to
Kate's family.
But hfein Colombia is not farfrom Arango's
thoughts, as it is reflected in his art and his
future plans. He has never forgotten his in-
valuable experience as a young boy with the
Cogi Indians. "I plan to go back to Colombia
in December to develop an eco-touri-st pro-
gram with my brother to educate people about
the rainforest and teach art in the school sys-
tem," said the bearded artist who has grown
his hair long to fit in with the Indians when be
returns to Colombia, He plans to teach tour-
ists about the Indians way of life. " The
Indians respect the land and value the uni-
verse as one thing and we have a lot to learn
from them," said Arango, as several students
entered the studio.
Arango believes that the destruction of the
rainforest isjustoneof the many signs of the
radical changes thai must be made to save our
environment. "People should get more in-volv- ed
with the preservation of the Earth here
at the College," Arango said. In addition, he
is amazed that nothing has been done about
the monkeys that are caged up in Kauke for
the psychology department's studies.
Arango described bow be and Kate would
-.-
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Luis Arango at work in Severance Art
often be quietly in the rivers of the rainforest,
walchmg theCaputinmorikeysplayfcr hours.
"Theybehave completely different from those
locked up here," he said.
"Students should be aware that it is not the
right thing to do because they are prisoner
monkeys and this is not evidence or the way
monkeys that live in the wild behave," ex-
plained Arango. He argued that assuming
locked up monkeys behave normally is like
saying all humans behave like those in prison.
While there are probably not enough funds
to send students to study monkeys in their
natural habitat, there are ways to save the
rainforest in which they live. Arango de-
scribed the natives in Colombia, who are
"learning to plant gardens so that they don't
have to go into the forest to pick food" be-
cause of the seeds that have been donated by
the United States. The artist believes that the
people living near the rainforest think that
because there is so much of it around them,
they are not exploiting the environment. "It is
very important that they are educated about
the problems," he said.
Here in Wooster. Arango is making a dif-
ference, inspiring others and raising environ-
mental consciousness through his exhibits
around the world. .The woodcut in front of
him is almost ready for final printing, before
it is sent off with three others and a quilt by
Kate to New York City for an upcoming
exhibition. His friends and role models will
be depicted in his woodcuts. Poet and play-
wright Federico Taborda, environmental ac-
tivist Mckmisedec Fernandez and the infa-
mous Chico Mendez; all of whom lost their
lives in Colombia, fighting for vital causes
that we can learn from in order to understand
and preserve our environment.
Arango has donated numerous paintings to
the Greenpeace Foundation and the Jungle
Foundation. He encourages students, faculty,
and members of the community to contact
him if they are interested in helping toeducate
and preserve the environment.
He can be reached at his Wooster home at
262-198- 5.
Earth Day anrriversary
BY ATA YOSHIKAWA AND KALYANI MANOHAR
The temperature fell to the 30s and rain messages were pasted up en the surrounding
threatened to bear down on students gathered walls. Students coiild leaf through a variety of
on the patio of Kenarden Lodge, pledging to brochures cfltopk ranging from animal rights
protect the earth. This was the 25th annual to the Contract with America, the new bill in
Earth Day, an event which celebrates the Senate that includes cuts in spending on the
environment and evaluates current environ- - environment. Free notebooks made of used
mental problems. The original Earth Day office paper were also made available, and
took place on April 22. 1970 at the suggestion students were encouraged to "Take Action
ofGaylord Nelson, former U.S. Senator from Now" by writing to House and Senate repre--
Wiscoasin. An estimated 20 million Ameri- - sentauves. A human tree. Lisa Foote 96 in
cans across the nation celebrated the first this case, wandered around bearing the mes--
EarthDay. The celebration at the College of sage "Hug a Tree." Ann Sardelis 98 and
Wooster was organized by Environmental Dekila Chungyalpa '97, both active members
Concerns of Students (ECOS) and Green- - of ECOS. stated that Earth Day is only one
bouse, having taken place between noon and event among many for ECOS. This was an
4 p.nL, Saturday, April 22. Greenhouse is a attempt to reach out to the campus commu- -
residential program that also voices environ- - nity, with the message tnat"every aayu Earth
mental concerns and assists Day." Dekila summed up
with the recycling program on Earth Day left afew the message, saying that all
camus
,
--
, Students disillusioned inhabitants of this earthThe mam speaker, Walter should relate self-respe- ct towSfj. tt.m arutfUvRockenstein, an environmen-- wuaineapamy everything that gives them
tal lawyer in Minnesota, is a among the campus life."
trustee and alumnus ofthe col-- community and the Sardelis. an organizer of
lege. A regular guest speaker ineffectiveness of the Earthry.UkeentomcludeforFred Cropp's geology class, tLf the campus in an energetic
Rockenstein spoke to the small, nation-wid- e group called
though enthusiastic audience "Students Environmental
fromainake-shi- ft stage, againstabaduhop of Action Coalition" (SEAQ. SEAC holds cau-drum- s,
cymbals and a synthesizer, enses and forums on campus to discuss issues.
Rockenstein's speech had a realistic focus, hold protests and instigate action. This would
pointing out mat internationally, "the picture be a feather in the cap for ECOS, adding to
is not rosy." He emphasized a recurring their previous accomplishments, like reduc-them- e
of Earth Day-th- e human community ing mass mailings, getting rid of paper doilies
must join farces in order to ameliorate condi-- on tables and removing-- veal from-- the Food
tions. According to Rockenstein, the U.S.. as Service menu. Awareness and action seem to
an advanced nation, must"export its efforts to be the goal for ECOS.
the rest of the world." His realism, while The aftermath of Earth Day left a few stn-dampen- ing
spirits with the bare facts, did not dents disillusioned with the apathy among the
fail to encourage the environmentally con- - campus community and the ineffectiveness of
cerned. Rockenstein believes that the Earth the event. They are concerned with the daily
can be repaired as long as environmental actions of people rather man a one-da-y con-improvem- ent
takes place regardless of cost, cern for the environment. Mamie Pine 98,
That section ofEarth Day ended with a pledge however, says "Yes, Earth Day was success-b- y
Rockenstein: "I pledge toprotect the Earth, ful." The event was adequately attended in
one planet, one people, one world ofharmony spite of the inclement weather. The efforts of
." ECOS have not gone unnoticed. It is the
The event hosted three bands, two from the responsibility of the rest of he community to
college and one from State College, Pa. A take care of theirenvironment on a day-to-d-ay
few took to dancing in their enthusiam. In basis, from turning off unneeded electricity to
addition, informative and visually striking recycling and conserving resources.
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Lisa Foote 6 branches out for the environment
Tlie Socialist Party on campus:; they may not be i
BYBENJAMIN WACHS
My conversation with the canons
Socialists was scheduled to begin
last Friday rooming with a caS 10
Karen Taylor soffice. Dr. Taylor is
a professoroffcistory at the College
and her name is the one that always
conies' up whenever anyone men
ticxu the campus Socialists: Talk
to Karen Taylor," one is told. That
is not. however, as easy as it sounds.
ProfessorTsylor never retamed my
Friday incriueg phone call or the
one X made on Monday morning.
She has no listed address in the Cam-
pos Directory and has noentry in the
pubfic phone book. A sign on her
office door lists her office hoars as
Infrequent, and usually on a moon-ta- in
top." She may be invisible, too,
I don't know. There is. of coarse, a
history behind this: S talin would
disappear for days, and Deng
Xiaoping, the current leader of
China, is impossible to speak to on
short notice. In fact, rumor has it
he's dead. I don't think Karen Tay-l- or
is dead, bat I could be wrong.
Another name I was given as a
campus Socialist to contact was Ian
Boras, who is not in fact a
i been described as a "local
He is also not listed in the
phone book, and may be invisible as
Beygrid thebiology books
BY MKBELE BAKER
When someone mrntions biology
labs, images of dead frogs and dis-
sections usually come to mind. But
howabottcenvaeriesandHershey's
Kisses? They also play a part in a
biology education at the College of
Woosaer.
"X knew biology was a grave mat-
ter, but come on now," muttered Jon
Marks "98, a student in the introduc-
tory biologyclass after he was bused
to the Wooster Cemetery to count
graves.
The lab was entitled "Life Tables
and,Survtvorship Curves," and ac-
cording to the laboratory manual,
"the most reliable method ofobtain-
ing data for a Hie table is to begin
with a group of individuals all born
during the same time period and
record the times at which the ktdi-vidu- ala
die until the demise of the
last individual."
Of course, an easy place to find
dead people is the cemetery, thus
students were leaded into the stylish
gray Wooster vans and transported
to theWooster Cemetery where they
recorded the age at death for all
individuals bora between 1850-186-9
or 1870-188-9.
Gjunting bodies in the cemetery
is not new or exclusive to Wooster.
Dr. Dean Ptaga. assistant professor
labs, said."Idid it when I was an
urjdergraduate, too. It's an eternal
lab."
This week's lab is entitled Tre-dado-n,"
and the lab manual reports
weO. I don't know. I could never
reach him. '
The third and final name I was
given was that of a student who, I
soon discovered, is not in fact a
member of the campos Socialists.'
never has been a member of the
rampofSoriaHsts.anddoesn'tknow
the first thing about the campos So?
ciatists. She is. however, a friend of
Karen Taylor's. I asked her how
this was possible, given thatProf es-a- or
Taylor may be invisible. The
student seemed puzzled at this.
"Well." she said,"when I goout and
look for her. I find her. She's usu-
ally in her office. Or yoo can call
her; shell get back to yoo. She
always gets back to me."
I was a bit skeptical, given my
experience banting Professor Tay-
lor down. The student, who lold me
Professor Taylor's home phone
numberwas m thediiecajry, went to
find it and came back half a minute
later, telling me it wasn't. Butane
swore she had called her. And seen
her. Suspicious, I asked the student
to describe professor Taylor to me.
Afteramoroent'shesitatinn.thr stn-de- nt
tried her best, and I quote her
exactly:
"She has shailder length, oh,what
that it will test "models for predator-pre- y
interactions ostng laboratory
exercises where the student is the
pieditor."
First, students learn about sur-
vival of the finest as they hunt for
Hershey Kisses bidden under little
paper cups. This exercise will test
the effects oflearning on apredator's
ability to survive. The predatormust
find,unwrap, chew, and swallow as
many Kisses as possible m two sain- -
After consuming eight Kisses,
Brian Henry 97, mumbled, "it
wasn't as much fun eating all that
chocolate as I thought it would be."
However. Michael Dean 9S. said,
"I still was hungry for more" after
devouring 22 Hershey's Kisses
(that's S77 calories) in eight nkv
After gorging themselves on
rlirwflaty.tfffiKV,itt"M,iTiTttt
quad where they foraged for scat-
tered kidney and pinto beans in
roped-o- ff areas. Here, the students
discovered that some prey items are
camouflaged and rather elusive.
Carson Miller 98 grouched, "It's a
bunch of beans, that's what it is."
Biology tabs do have a serious
stdeaswelL This semester students
have studied cell division, exam-
ined strands ofDMA. and examined
the physical characteristics of fruit
flies, anxwig other things. However,
desr their apparent frivolity, labs
involving cemeteries and Hershey
Kisses provide an informative ex-
ploration of biology.
color is her hair? It's kind of like
brown silver maybe.Idon'lknow. I
don't know if she has bangs or not.
In fact, I can't describe her. This is
tumble.1!
v Satisfied, I ended the only inter-
view I was actually able to get. -
AD seemed lose Iwould never get
to talk to the Socialists. Tuesday
morning, however, while I should --
have been m class, I was awakened
up by a phone caU. I turned say
alarm off and went back to sleep.
The phone rang agnin. however, and ;
when I answered it a voice asked for
me. When I checked, and found I
was in, I received the shock of my
life. "Helkx." the voice said, "this is
Karen Taylor." I couldn't tell over
the phone if she had bangs or not,
and was too shy to ask.
I did ask a lot of other questions
though. I began with who the So-
cialists on campus were. They are,
as it turns eat. a branch of the Inter-
national Socialist Organization,
which has been around since the
1960s. The local branch, which has
no specific name, was started this
fall when Iaa Burns moved back to
Wooster (I could have asked forMr.
Burns phone number, by the way,
but dkm't, because life was just get
Seniors - they won't all be
BYPA1ZA ALWY AND AMANDA
Career Services offersa variety of
workshops and seminars through-
out the year which foes on topics
such as re iume and cover letter wik-in- g.
preparing for graduate school, '
interviewing skills, alumni Betwork-in- g
and "Senior Orientation." Ac-cord- mg
to staffmembers, attendance
at these programs varies throughout
the year although they"end up work-
ing with over half of the graduating
class on one level or another." Ca-
reer Services Director Hoyte
Wilhelm and Assistant Director
Laura Bey have observed a dianiaric
increase in the number of sopho-
mores and juniors seeking advice
regardingpost graduation plans. As
a result. Career Services noticed
less of a "flood" following the LS.
deadline.
Tula Lashkari, a Business Eco-
nomics major from Bombay, India
found Career Services helpful when
compiling her resume and perfect-
ing her interview skills. However,
when st came to on campus recnut-in- g,
Tulsi said, "We don't have on-cauip- us
recruiters from Fortune 500
companies or the Big 6."
Wilhelm and Bey found that most
of the on-cam- pus recruiters come
from theOhio region and are mostly
in the business of banking, finance,
manufacturing, or sales. Both di-
rectors agreed that oo-cam- pus re-
cruiting is en the decline due to the
cot backs in staffing and increased
competition among applicants. Al-
though the success rate is high for
ting too complicated). They per-
ceive themserves as Sway of edu-
cating and organizing the for-socia- l
justice." When 1 asked Pro-
fessor Taylor how close they were
to controlling the means ofproduc-
tion, she told me. That's a silly
question. The issue is not for us to
control the means ofproduction, the
issue is for everyone to control it-I-t's
going tobe many, many years, if
not generations, before this is pos-sfol- e.-
ProfessorTaylor,whodoes in fact
likeMarx Brothen movies Oasked),
told me that all this information is
availableat theirliterature table,and
bemoaned the fact that "people are
afraid of the word Socialism. They
run away from our lit table, and
that's fine, but it would be better if
they could think of socialism not as
what happened in Russia or Cuba
but as taking control of their own
lives- .- The Soviet Union, she told
me, "was not communism. Com-
munism in Russia was state capital-
ism."
At the pigment, the local branch
tff iy!pla,tf tfffi!,M''stf "g
weekly nwrtmgt and tit tables, in
hopes of trior aring people about
Soriafitm (and maybe watching
AVERT
QB-cam-pus reci u i I ig. Wilheini and
Bey suggest that other avenues
should be explored when pursuing
post- - graduation employment
MichelineWiae found Career Ser-
vices extremely helpful when she
began to prepare her resume last
fall, but was able to find a job with-
out the use of on-camp- us recruiting.
She plans to enter the general bank-
ing development program at Bank
One in Columbus this July.
Mkhehne is anxiously waiting to
put this chapterofher life atWooster
to rest and open the door to begm
life in a new environment.
When askedaboutwhere students
generally relocate to following
graduation, both Wflhehn and Bey
stated that "there is a mix of where
people go. The more popular spots
right now seem to be the Seattle
Portland region, with 60 of the
class pursuing employment and the
other 40 attending graduate
school."
Career Services offart a variety of
graduate school information, ss well
as potential career opportunities.
Their library contains various mate-
rials such as graduate school direc-
tories, entrant e exam registration
materials and information regard-
ing financial aid, fellowships, and
grants. RotutBurman, an econom-
ics major from Calcutta. India, is
furthering his education at Duke
University, working toward a PhJ).
in economics snd found Career Ser-
vices to be "really helpful for pre
Marx Brothers movie every once
and a while. I personally suggest the
one where Groucho becomes the
owner of a hotel and Chico and
Harpo try to stay for free). They
want to be perceived on campus as
"a group of people who are inter-
ested in working for social justice,
which is our primary goal Our
version of that is to do away with
capitalism, which we see as the pri-
mary source of injustice m Ameri-
can society today and in the world,
because it breaks those without
money who don'tcontrol the means
ofprodnctkmandrewards those with
money who do own the means of
production" says Taylor. It may
take generations, they say, but why
not start now? I think that attitude
was best summed up when I asked
Professor Taylor. "Why Socialism?
Why not croquet?" Her reply was
illuminating:
"As Oscar Wilde said: 'Social-
ism takes up too many evenings. I
guess I think if Tm going to spend
my time having fun, I'd like it to be
worthwhile fun." That means help-
ing people and fighting for social
justice. ButPiofessorTaylorisopea-nunde- d.
telling me, I love croquet
unemployed
paring to attend graduate school."
Although the staff of Career Ser-vic- es
are eagerly awaiting to assist a
new "flood" of students in the class
of 1996, Ihey are sad to announce
that due to a cut back in funding the
student internship position will be
discontinued, following the close of
this school year. As a result, there
will be less time for staff members
to work with potential employers
off campus. What this means for
next years senior class is that new
avenues win have to be explored
when seeking post-graduati- on em-
ployment.
As this year quickly comes to an
end, many seniors are ready to put
the final words into this chapter of
thear lives and begm a new series of
adventures with the help of Career
Services.
0'1 i..... .
Newspaper
contained from ptgc 6 -
would this new pnMication work?
Could the students conduct than
selves responsibly?
The answer is obvious, as from
that pointonThe Gonegs ofWooster
has hada stndent-base- d newspaper.
It is good to know that the tradi-
tion ofpublication continues today,
even though the messages mayhave
changed. : Last week's top stories
included the mass mailing contro-
versy, the argument over the death
penalty and debsto concerning the :
presidential search. These are a Car
.
cry from debates contesting the va--r
lidsty ofDarwinism and the admin-
istration of final exams.
Is it not possible, though, that ;
some future student will be poring
over owaorem issues ofthe Kotce, :
desperately trying to divine a topic
for an article detailing life oo cam-
pus 100 years ago? Might not pos-
sible future headlines read. "An
SUMMER JOBS: Mohican Wil-- All members of the
derness isnow hiring fortesum- - community,
mer camping season: front desk, w..... ....f
csncehandlersAliiva,ridmgstahle faculty, staff and students,
staff, crtfa director, cookAitchen are cordially invited to an
help, day camp connselors, resi- - informal reception -
President andnonorinjtenance.lifeguard. $125perweek
phut room and board. Located in Mrs. Copeland on ,
North Central Ohio (Knox Thursday, May 4, from --
County). CtH for interview at 3:30 to 5.C0 in the Lowry
camp: 614-599-67- 41 or599-546- 6. 7v. rCcMUctperson: AmWeobbecke. l ;rcl ll)cnge. V
mm i rrfsvst ngim
10 discount with 3 month payment :
All sizes available
CALL COLOVELL BANKERyj - Com-Patt-ib- UsI Mctsos 1$$lp& W i ,IZ . i--T5J 149 K. Grant St..Family Restaurant vTfw woowbT154 W. Liberty ' 216)264-S65- 4
PumwWwair f (800)7264634
' Tour alt-occasi- on florist. '
The only place mattgalaxies I 10 mudent discount given on
1 to get a spaghetti pasa. regktaf'priced kerns picked up o
Authentic CreekfoSd. Gourmet deMvired in Wooster.piaa, delicious desserts. 10 , We vnreflowers alt over the world,discountfor students v : AB major car& accepted. :
mmmmuam mmmmmmm mi mmmmumummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmumfmummmmm
Special Orders
Special Service
MorvUy-Sflbjni- ay 10-- 9
Sunday 1- -S
The Wwster BookGjrnpany
.whert minis end mosinttions meet
205 Weet Uxrty 5V. Downtown Wooetar
(216)262-16- 6
cient Practice ofDeath Penalty De-
bated by Past Students." or
."College's 20th President Com-
ments on Selection of the 10th?M
certainly hope so.
But the history of the Voice does
' not end Wiethe UniverstijReview.
TheC;iareplacedttjastashct
10 years later, and soon the Voice
itself would take over.
The cliche goes that 1time and
tide wait for no man." The awful
part about cliches is that there is
generally some truth to them,
whether we like it or not. Based on
this, we mustask what our publicn-tk- n
wffl be m the year 209S? Will
it stiS be the Vote? The tide itself
doesn't really matter, but rest as-
sured, something will be there, re-
porting, arguing and informing. ; -
r Some information from
"Wooster ofthe Middle West" by
: Lucy Lilian NotesteiH
The Shack
437 E. Fine Street
.
262-96- 65
Mon-Fr- i: 8 sun. - lOpjn.
Saturday: 11 ajn. -- 10 pun.
Daily Coffee Specials
Daily Breakfast and
; Lunch Specials
A patchwork of memories. . .
Stauleais front Wooster traveled
'Wooster lite9: campus in summer
offers peace
By RACHEL POPE
K
.J :7- : :
,t Simunerisatimeforwarkinfw
lallinjcnasanporcli.andfar eating
ice cream. It's a break from Kaukeb
- Arch and Lowry Center and from
Wooster as a whole. Bat some stu-
dents
,
choose to stay and work in
Wooster daring the summer. Far
. diem. Wooster is a different place.
Without the large number of stn--
dents and aclrviaes.it becomes very
quiet Facilities open at odd hours
since they are not needed by a thou-
sand students. Lowry isn't always
opened on weekends. Mail doesn't
come on Saturdays. There's no
. homework, and loo much time.
PeopknuTbaAontohobbieslong
forgotten or just neglected during
the school year. Anne Flewethng
' 95 worked on a quilt and played a ,
lot of pooL At the end of the sum-m- er
she put the last two balls into .
thek pockets with one shot Steve,
Wheeler 96 arranged music for his
a capeua group. Tn Cinq." and lis-
tened to a lot of baseball games on
die radio. Joe Allen 97 read the
first 20 books under the heading
"murder mystery" in the Wayne
County library. Chris Ditchman
97 took to drawing again. He also
did some cooking, which, be said,
"is sort of improving."
A lotofstudents did some oftheir
own cooking over the summer, as
one of the biggest detractions to
staying on campus during the sum-
mer is the food. Mary Bern Weimer
97 said. 1 would try to eat out as
much aspossible." The food is oo a
one weekrotational schrdnle.and is
directed mainly towards the camp- -
to Ashland University last Satnrday
and time to
ers oncampus. Ditchman said. TEv--
ery meal had fries with it. Eyery
hinch' there Were chodo&k SSp
cookies." Wheeler said he became
familiar with Wooster Xast food. .v
Another negative is the surplus of
campers staying on the Wooster,
campus every summer. Though
Ditchman said they helped make
the college less desolate, few seemed
to be fond of die fifth and sixth
graders. Allen sakL"They had these
little 12-yesr-oldstrut- sand they were
obnoxious." Flewelling called mem
"fifth and sixth grade twerps." On
the other hand. Karen Fisher 96
didn't so much have a problem with
die campers; what she disliked was
being mistaken for a camper.
Allen and Flewelling both ex-
pressed occasional feelings of hst-ksness,boredomorlon- eliness.
Part
c tte reason seems to be that nei-
ther of them lived close enough lo
as most did. When people
stayed on campus, what did they do
to have fun?. There were a few
planned trips: shopping. Cedar Point,
a Cleveland Indians Game.
Flewelling mentioned planned
movie nights and Alien said he
played for a church softball team.
Ditchman said, "We'd go to
Freedlander Park in the evenings
and go swimming. One time we
took a telescope out and sat out star
gazing." He also spent some time
exploring Wooster. Fisher discov-
ered that "Wooster is a town that
shuts down very early."
But the quiet summer peaceful-nes- s
of Wooster does have some
advantages. Meredith Graham !96
I
M
pboio by ELIZABETH MADISON I
to view the AIDS Memorial QuirLl
fir,'
relax
.r,.r) V-.-.- c '.': 4
said, "It kind of gave me a new
.perception of bow beapuful iLi;
hat PnisfnVnkoA4AlcrlB3a
campus occasionally and not :
'. anyone." Wbeetosaid that die Jackj ofpersonalitiesonnp .
time to think about the ones he was '
closest too. He spent many nights J
thinking onwalks that always ende4
up on top of McGaw, Another b0K,.
mis toWoostersummers, according v
mFisher.utseeing some ofthe Ohio
Civic Light Opera perfomiances.' ',.
.
Susan Jeffrey 96 is just about to
experience her first summer at .
Wooster working at the Ohio Agri- -'
cultural Research andDevelcomevlr
Center this year. . She is excited
about the job. where she says she
will learn how k use an atomic,
absorption spectrophotometer, and .
possibly learnhow todeliver calves.; .
The excitement she has for herob
also rang true in the animated voices.
ofothenwhospokeaboutthejrji)bs,;
Students' work was what seemed to
keep them most interested during '
the summer. It also developed a
sense of independence. Allen said.
"It gave me the amount of confi-
dence and greater sense ofmaturity
that a good job can give."
Overall, it seems that staying on
campus for the summer isn't so bad
after aU. There are good jobs avail-
able, and without homework there's
also plenty of time to mil around.
Thereare tots ofshade trees and soft
warm air.
.
, ,
And what's more, according to
Flewelling. there's a place across
from the OARDC where you can
get a huge scoop of great ice cream
for only fifty cents.
.
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The art of
--VIDEO REVTEW--
By NAT MXSSILDINZ
After looking to the cmrreat
Wooster mono tbeaier selections
and wincing once again at the ma-
rgin! mainstream prospects. I de-
cided lo pay a visit to the Wooster
public library where the variety
stretches beyond the usual and the ;
employees aren't farced to wear
plastic, aeoiKcolared bow ties.
The selection Imade for this week
is Spfclcfior Gray's "Monster ia a
Box" Here is a Elm that truly meets
the rmuatmentof benig oneon eu-tio- nal
There are no scenery changes,
Boacbooisacszdphxdevekjpments,
and not even any other characters, at
least, that is to say, not on the exte-
rior.' The 90-minu- te film involves
entirely Spalding Gray, a fast-talk-sa- g,
story-weav- ng performance art-
ist, at a wooden desk talking to his
audience. When Gray sets his mouth
moving, it is hard to pall your eyes
away. Soon the plots, scenery and
characters begin to appear, enfold-
ing in Gray's mesmerizing stream-.-tf
--consciousness storytelling.
-- - April 28, 1995 :Thk Woosm VoiceArts & Entertainment
Frick, Severance host work of Stude, Cham-a-koo- n
By ASHLEY VAUGHT
In the MacKenzie Gallery in Sev-
erance Art. Tom Karpfs 95 Senior
Independent Study project "Person,
PlaceorThing." ij on display. Karpf
has been painting with acrylics for
most of his time at Wooster, and in
this project he produced several
paintings which exhibit his some-
times abstract and imaginarive style.
One of the most powerful paint-
ings on display is "Heart." This was
Karpfs first composition after a
short break from painting. In dis-
cussing the week. Karpf said that in
painting this piece he was much
more free with his method, not let-
ting a habitual approach towards the
canvas constrain his work. What is
perhaps most intriguing about
and a reddish hue-comple- mentary
colors create a
strong opposition and force of dis-
cord within the painting, captivat-
ing the eye of the viewer.
Directry adjacent to"Heart" is the
painting "Hunchback." Together
these paintings represent the range
of KarpTs achievements. Unlike
the complexity of "Heart" in visual
OTnipniuiipn,"HifK'hfrwrs
ingjy serene in its plain imagery.
Again, the colors used in "Hunch-
back" lend themselves to the formal
design by not calling as much atten-
tion to themselves as the colors of
"Heart" and maintaining order
within the simplistic design.
Along with these powerful works.
"Cry Dwell" represents KarpTs
ability to create more recognizable
storytelling in Gray's 'Monster
Aside from a few bitparts in mov-
ies such as "The Killing Fields,"
Spalding Gray made fail screen de--
but with bis first filmed monologue --
"S wimmingiD Cambodia." Directed
by Jonathan Demme who later went
on lo socfa accesses asThe Silence
of the Lambs" and TOladetonia- .-
"Swimming to Cambodia im-
pressed critics and gave Gray tnter-narim- aJ
recognition mthisinono-logue,hedisniiafthismTolffji- fnt
ia the fiha The Kffiing Fields" and
describes the political tnrmofl ia'
Cambodia during the 1970s. '
Demme provides his trademark rich
texture that sets the mood to the
sometimes ficiauic tometiines pro-
found exposition of Gray's nam--.
trves.
"Monster in a Box" is based upon --
the same premise as that first film
success. Gray remains behind bis
desk. Most of the movement and
action stems primarily from the cam-
era. "Monster ma Box" is directed
by Nick Broom field whose camera
work is not as effective, as it was in
"Swimming to Cambodia." Still,
the frequent changes in lighting,
camera angle and shot do enhance
visual designs; while both "Heart"
and hunchback are emphatically
abstract. 1Gty DwelT seems to ac-
tually get at the essence of the title.
When asked abouthis pro-
cedure for creating the
works, Karpf said that the
titles occur to him after-
wards, and that the actual
visual construction is h:
never limited by certain
ideas with which he be-
gins. .?Whetherornot"Gty 4.Dwefl" was done with the
idea of urban experience
in mind is immaterial to a
discussion of the work.
Essentially, the title is a
strong referent for the
painting; while the title
lacks a grammatical sense
of logic, the painting em-plo- ys
a similar joxtaposi-tio- n
of objects and visual J.
referents.
"Person, Place or
Thing" isafasrinating re-
investigation of the seein-ing- hy
forgotten medium of
painting; Karpf takes
painting towards its most
powerful subject matter:
the abstract image.
In the lower gallery of Toaa
the Frick Art Museum.
Ehsa Stude and Warren MscKesak gaJDery.
Cham-a-ko- on 95s are
exhibttng the fruits of their Senior
Independent study projects. Stude
has been working mainly with pho-
tography; for the past two semesters
she has been spending time at the
Ida Sue School taking photographs
the monologue.
The stories that Gory tells are
loosely linked together by the ardu-
ous process be endures in writing a
novel entitled "Impossible Vaca-
tion". The novel is the"monster" of
the title and the Tox" is where he
saved the pages during his vat ions
journeys, He stays at a writer's
colony in New Hampshire; he trav-
els to LA. and meets with Holly-
wood studio big wigs; at home in
New York, be struggles, paranoid '
that he maybe afflicted with the
AIDS virus. '
His' stories take the audience
across the world and back again
throngh different atningt and dif-
ferent characters. But part of
Spalding Gray's genius is the man-
ner with which he ropes all these
stories together. When he switches
venue from one coast of the country
to the other or from his real-lif- e
llpmytfjifittpy tfrf fytyWIaul JUKTA"
tive of his novel, one scarcely no
tices that he has moved into a i
rate story.
The progression from one story to
the next is all based on imagisric
matches. While in the writer's
of children with physical and
tal disabilities.
Rather than expermenting with
fjfrs flfafTHflsja paHanfpfy fflasjfrsfltfly
-
pkcto by ASHLEY
KarpTs --Heart" h on of the paintings
such as larger size negatives,
cyanotype, or gum bichromate.
Stude used a conventional 35-millime- ter
format. Because the area
where she would be doing most of
her photography was in the class
colony at New Hampshire, he de-
cides he caa no longer write in bis
cabm bwaiite there is no sun that
shmesonhisdesk. "BotmLA,"he
says m his lulling New England ac-
cent, "the sua poured acioss my
desk."
Suddenly, the scene changes and
no further mention is made of the
writer's colony because be has trans-
ported us now to California. He has
taken off on a permaneiM tangent
which will then only be interrupted
by yet another one later on, carrying
us down another divergent patty In
his monologues one ttiocghtfoHows
another and only an engaging talker
like Spalding Gray could keep our
interest from waning during its me-
andering plot.
Gray.nndcservedry.has achieved
only a cult-stat- us fame. This is
possibly due to the fact that he is so
hard to pin down. He doesn't neatly
fit into any one category. His mono-
logues are not stand-u- p comedy --
the laughs he works from the crowd
are extraneous to the stories he loops
together so masterfully. Although
he touches on heavy subjects such
as AIDS, Nicaraguaa politics and
room, operating with the camera
withouta tripodorGash (so as cot to
chsnipt the ds2ses)Stncfe was fcrced
to use a faster speed film... The
sacrifice in nssng such
film is that the grain
suuctuie is larger and
more noticeable, and
therefore to print the
negatives at the 16" by
20" size endows the
prints with an obvious
grain pattern. Whereas
normally such a detail
may take away from the
subject matter in Stude' s
photographs it only
fy"pWnenti the exhibit
What is impressive
about Stnde's project is
the scope of the subject
matter. When taking
photographs of the chil--.
dren, certain fk stkyf
about how to approach
the children without rep-
resenting them in a de-
rogatory manner arise.
Furthermore, the aura
around these children
frnt make rhr t'stkt
esoeeiallv sensitive.
perceived as special or
should the object of this
exploration to portray
them as normal children?
Stude seems to choow the latter
as the appropriate method, and in
more than one instance, this method
is extremely successful. However,
one might suggest that the children
themselves seem to fade as the sub--
in a Box9
Freudian psychoanalysis, his sto-
ries have nopolitk agenda and are
not lectures because he is not trying
to preach or even necessarily in-
form.
The monologues are not experi-
mental absurd art ifrftvr either be-
cause they are entertaining and of-
tenmake mere sense than most stan-
dard Hollywood films.
But ultimately for Spalding Gray,
categorization isa trivial and imper-
tinent matter. Withhis freshly inno-
vative style, he has explored vast
new territory. Gray's monologues
are storytelling for the sake of
storytelling, where the emphasis is
not on the content of the tales but on
the structure which they mhabft. He
is an architect of articulation with a
captivating, linguistic dexterity to
match the ingenuity he has used to
reinvent the art of constructing sto-rie- s.
Grayserves toremains that good
things can come from the avant-gar- de
and the off-bea-t. It is not hard
to see,when youwatch as the stories
spin magically oat of his head, that
Spalding Gray is a rare, storytelling
gemus.
and Karpf
- .." v.
.
'r.
photo by EliSA STUDB
ESsa Stnde's photos wia he on
display fat Frick until Thursday.
ject of the photographs and the ac-tivitiesthernselvesandtheen- viron-ment
the children learn in take their
place. Obviously Stude finds her
interest in documentary photogra-
phy, and good documentary pho-
tography should ask more than the
questions kbegins with Stnde's work
does that.
Also occupying the lower gallery
of Frick is Warren Cham-a-koon- 's
project, mainly works of pottery.
Thephtrs and vase-h-ke objects were
crafted from porcelin using rakuand
other firing processes. Cham-a-koo- n's
work displays a high level of
craftrnanship and is well worth vis-itin-g.
Both Cham-a-koon- 's and
Stnde's projects win be in Frick
until May 4th.
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Thureencompositions by Gallagher
NEWSSERVICES -- :T
It's 3 anu.and the practice rooms
in Scheide Music Center have been
silent far several boors. Silent, that
is except for the second-flo- or stu-
dio occupied by professor of anisic
Jack Gallagher, who often toils at
the piano nntfl the early houn com-
posing music for acclaimed ea- -
aembles and orchestras. But the ex-
hausting work is paving off. Three
of Gallagher's compositions havejust been released on compact disc,
a fourth is due later this spring and
the Cleveland Chamber Symphony
Orchestra gave the world premiere
of one of bis works Ibis past Febru-
ary. OVO1? ri!i'' iklj-k'-i
I truly likecompoMngmtheeve--wng- a
- maybe I should say the
Teryeailyrmtfaelaier.the
bcoer."sakl Cr.hcr."Ican'twrite
with distractions or even the threat
of distractions; I compose- - at the
pumoartd like to start wiaageneral
emotional senseof what Tm trying
to evoke with the music Ideally, I
hope to compose music of affirma-
tion music that celebrates and
says yes to life. I want my music
me'syear--
By ALLS PARKER ,
. Wheal sat down at my desk to
write this week's review, I had a lot
of trouble picking out an album to
wrap-c-p the year. A melancholy
feeling set in, as I realized that this
would be my last review of the year,
and frankly no one album seemed
wormy enough to close outdie year.
With that in mind, Ibegan dreaming
up appropriate ways to end the year
with a little bit-o-sty- le.
While racking my brain, it oc-cunedtomethstnx)stpro- fessional"
music critics put out a list of men-favorit- e,
also known as the best,
albums from time to time. Sincetins
week's Voice is in a sense the year-en- d
issue, I decided to write a year-en- d
music review column in which
I win detail my lop 10 albums of the
academic year. Now, with an ofmy
pompous pretentiousness aside, here
we go.
10. Sugar Tile Under Easy Lis-
tening" Bob Mould returned with
a bang in late 1994 and Dave Barbie
finally got to prove what an incred-
ible musician he is. Tile Under
Easy listening" captivated the "al-
ternative" audience with its cool
powerpop sound and thedeJicionsly
catchy guitarhooks featured onsuch
gems as "Your FavoriteThing" and
"Believe What You're Saying." By
virtue of musical craftsmanship
alone. Sugar's second full-kng- th
release makes my top 10.
9. The Notorious BIG. Heady
To Die" The only hip-ho- p album
on my list, "Ready To Die" features
beats tighter than Madonna's pants
and poetry that would make
Shakespeare blush. Biggie suc-
ceeded m taking his lyrics back to
to haveavigorous, modem sensibil-
ity that's neither incoherent, on the
one hand,nor old hat and brain dead
on the other." - .- -. '
n prefer to write by band," said
Gallagher."even thoughit'sapains-talringproccssaccfflplcspage-of
full score, lasting, five seconds in
actual performance time, may take
an entire day before all the parts are
ootatedY' I ae to see die whole
! of Fiight.iT I -- li
' "Knowing the inclinations and
abilities of a performing group is a
great aid to the composer.' said
Gallagher. "Plus,it's very helpful to
know how they intend to use the
work. For instance, will it be the
mam piece on the program or a cur-
tain raiser? What will share the pro-
gram with it? Is it intended for re-
cording orbroadcast? Is it aimed at
an experienced and knowledgeable
audience or a relatively inexpert-enoc- d
onc?"i... . -- .
..'.
.Using the recent success of the
; three CD releases as a benchmark,
- Gallagher seems to have accom-
plished his aim of composing
imaginative and beguiling music
.
wftxtttheKstenerhavingthesease
. thatthey have beanl thepiece4j000
times before" JBa Berceuse has
been recorded by ihe Polish Radio
. and Television Symphony Orches-
traofKrakow for release this month
; on the Vienna Modern Masters la--,
beL Gallagher's Symphony in One
Movement: Threnody was released
on the same label last month in a
v recording by the Koszalin Philhar--
momc Orchestra that was produced
this an incredible synth-po-p experi-
ence,
, ....... ...
. , - . ,
: 5. Jennifer Trynan "Cock--,
amine" Hailing from Boston, Jen-zuf- er
Trynan has grown up in Col'
lege-tow-n, USA, and her music re-
flects the vivacious freedom of
youth.: "Cockamine" is a free-spi-r-'
ited look at life from the female
perspective. Plus, the guitars are
4. The Phunk Junkeez "In-
jected" Move over Beastie Boys,
, here are the new kings of white B-Boyd- om.
"Injected" is funk with a
'. punk attitude. The snappy choruses
niibedtbemsdvesm your brain, and
- the rhythmic riffs are executed to
perfection. You'll find yourself in-
voluntarily bobbing your head and
jumping around your room.
3. Nirvana "Unplugged In New
York" I usually don't like MTV
bands, but I've recently been con-
vinced that Nirvana was a whole lot
; more. Kurt Cobnut' could write
best dicEjs
t score. Toe compcxer only lets me
j see small parts at a time: I find (hat
much less cocssniaL lsartwi2i a
short score for piano and then de- -l
velop the finished work from that,
i Only after the work is completed dor
i I aotirtlroea assr it xaa the conv
1 v-rjn- frf also KVes to know .a
igood deal about the parameters of
i me musical --organization that has
cccimtejoned the work. His versa- -
tility and experience allow him to
compose pieces that have been pe-r-
formed or recordedby ensembles as
diverseastheFO&shRadioafldTele- -
vision Symphony Orchestra of
-- faskow, the Eastman Wind En-vsemb- le,-
the Cleveland Chamber
V Symphony and the Air Force Band
eiM to
the streets without having to rely on
synthesisers and George Clinton
samples. The pure grit of the album
- "tf it worthwhile. ' '
- 8. The Murmurs (self-title-d)
Thesebeautiful women have bubble--
t gum vokxs and play gorgeous acons--"
tical melodies. Their debut album
featured sugary sweet vocals with
sly humor. A must have for fans of
girlies. :- --
7. Watershed "Twister" From
Columbus, OH, these guys play a
poppy brand of slacker rock that is
nothing short of appealing. Their
lyrics are based on the everyday
experiences cf today's youth, mostly
relationships and parties, and are
sung in a straight-forwar- d, un-
abashed manner. Play this album '
loud.
6. The 6ths "Wasp's Nest" All
the songs on this album were written
by Stephen Merritt, who many may
know from the Magnetic Fields. A
collection of all-st- ar vocalists makes
TEACH IN
4:00 PM - 8:00 PM
LOWRY PIT ;
THURSDAY, APRIL 27
DEMONSTRATION
SATURDAY, APRIL 29
FEDERAL BUILDING
to be released on CD
in Poland this past summer. In late
1994, the Musical Heritage Society
released his Toccata forBrass Quin-
tet performed by the Galliard Brass
Ensemble. This latter work also was
performed by the Spoleto Festival
Brass Quintet at the 1994 Spoleto
Proteus Rising from the Sea was
premiered by U. CoL Richard A
. Shelton conducting the Air Force
, Band of Flight, which will release
thework oncompectdisc this spring.
,v This month Gallagher will head
to Iowa City, where his composi-
tion. The Persistence of Memory,
I has been selected for performance
by the University of Iowa Band at:
. the "f!" conference of the Son-- -
.
ety of Composers, Inc.fiatir af f w f fiQ"ffr-abl- e
success wim published music.
. His Tntrada" from Diversions and
Berceuse recently were published
by Ludwig Music. Celebration and
, Ati(M forbrass qjiintet was pub-
lished this past fall by Manduca
Music, and Six Piecesfor Kelly hasjust been published by the Piano
Teacher's Press. Ancient Evenings
fibrl995
amazing songs, and even if they
don't really speak for our genera-
tion its still nice to have his last
performance of some of them.
: T2. The --TVedoi- nyrPMsent:
"WatusT The Wedding Present
have been an incredible success in
England for a while now. "Watusi"
finally brought some of this British
acclaim back to the States. This is
just an excellent Euro-po- p record
that features great lyrics and flaw-
lessly passionate guitar.
I. Cake "Motorcade Of Generos-
ity" The most inventive record of
the yearfeatures 90s iwlie rock meet-
ing pseudoy70s disco horns. Cake
definitely proves that brass is back
as horns light up the energy on this
one. The lyrics have a They Might
Be Giants goofiness and John
McCrea's voice is perfect
All of these albums should be in
yourcollection. They epitomize the
musical development and diversity
of our generation.
COLUMBUS
LEAVING LOWRY AT 10:30 AM
SPONSORED BY THE WOOSTER COALITION AGAINST THE CONTRACT ON
AMERICA
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and Distant Music for woodwind
quintet will be published by
Manduca later this spring.
Despite all this recent activity.
Gallagher is still a teacher at heart.
"I feel strongly thatmy professional
activities inform my teaching," said
Gallagher. 1 hope that I can com-
municate to my students, how im--
.
portant it is to rejoice in one's pro-
fession and so be dedicated to one's
craft The professional world is in--
' tensery competitive.There'sjusj no
nam fordilettantes.Yon have to be
. as good as you can be. I hope I can
help my students learn to dig down
and reach fee the beat within them. I
rremind them that others won't take
; riously ifthey themselves don'ttake
.;. their work seriousty sadgivetheir
v'Very best,.- - . m: vfvfT
FRIDAY, APRIL 2S
- Bring your pals to the Under
ground for DJ Happy Hourbegin- -
mngatSpjnJl
Don't miss the powerful story,
"AIDSmtheRealWorld."tpIdby
MTVs Juda WmldL'itbegml at
7 pjn. in Mateer. Admission is
? Wm free games at the Red Pin
Special at Scot Lanes! The fun
berins at 9 ojn.
- -
. .
.... .... ..
-.-
-J.
i
SATURDAY. APRfL'29 ' ' ' 'I
Join SAB on McGaw rooffor
mmeUndrgroundincaseofrain)
for DANCING ON MCOAWI!
The party begins at 1 pjn."wherf
Sonic Blue opens for CFI MAS--1
SIVE. Don't miss uto'ahndaTf
The great QFowrWedalhiJn
and a Funeral will be shown ay
7:30 and 10 p.m. in Mateerlr Ad--j
mission is SI. ' ' w4
Mr. prArar
Free shoes!! Free' shoes!!!
Check out Moonlight Bowfihg m j
scot Lanes at iu pjn.tr
SUNDAY, APRIL 30
The classic Ben Hur will be
shown in Mateer at 7:30 p.nu and.
it won't coat you a thing!! ';:
WEDNESDAY, MAY 3
4pjn.: Classes are overllltl .
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Wooster's new coach has plan for success OPTE37;
By DUXZ JOHNSON5dbaW Voice
Pccple aS ortr cimpirc are talk-f- cj
about theWooster football lean.
Ttst'i rigta. ten are high hopes
. aod s new tulUkic for the upcoming
-- sszxo. After Jast year's dismal
"jiagle wia season, the athletic de--
cfaaW joWatt needed to wtttx the Soot
ball program moving ia the right
direction.
EfltCaT XattOCS a&JHBsSSft SB cdboSsW
axtic yooaf coach from Ohio
Wesleyan Uarversity where he
served ss the defensive coorrli nssry.
Coach Barnes brings a philosophy
toWoostertfamhebelieves wEB bald
a winning Fighting Scot football
team, and an he asks is that mem-
bers of that team commit whofe-hesnu- Sy
to that philosophy; so Car
so good.
Physical mwtgrti is an important
aaribute to hare over an opponent
ia the game of footbsIL Players
staiinpi to gam this strength in the
off-seas-on with Intense ashling in
the weight room and then
their gains during the season with
fight work-oat- s. In the putt.Wooster
football players (Sd their weight
tiihiing oa the Itonor system" ia
the off-seaso- n. CurrentlyjCoach
Barnes has a team oa a size and
strength building program that de-
mands each member of the team
spend at least three days a week ia
the --weight room, and the players
have responded wefl.
Another important aspect 'of a
winning football sonadiscondition-
ing, and onrPIgbting Soot tooths Ikrs
are going me extra mile.
SaraAing.sprteHjgandsxiliy
drills are aS part of the eady mora-2- o
cTTHatfotiinj atcssioos " tbttt ibo
players go through each Tuesday
aad Tharsday moraiag before
Ahhongh this sounds bke i
than enough preparationfor the next
season, our ssam could certainly use
it sod they are wen aware of iL
The weight-liftin- g program aod
way overdue," stated Junior cjuar-terba- ck.
Jim Smacker. This is
something that all of the goodteams
in our conference are already doing,
it's about time we start moving in
that direction."
In addition to the conditioning
and weight-minin- g, skill position
players also participate ia recre--
7 on 7 tntrsmoraJ league
day at Gahxa Park.
find M to be a faa way to practice
skills they wia be needing next i
as wen as getting i
', to fwphasire pairing and catching
ao that payers wia not be i
DcedwbeasomnM
Off-seas- on preparations are defi--.
mriy & fTereot than in receot years.
Only time wia ten how the Scots
fffafpOfad atMftstf tfrC fflll PppOBCfltt
mtaeNCAC.
SotiMauuteBncbaclcrOregLare
said. mOt course we don't Eke los-
ing afl season long, that's why were
doing an of this off-seas-on work." ,
"We have very high hopes and
eflpwtaiiofnrftfftf'trfaiB7"f and
there is already a huge intrase in
team morale." added Lare. "Coach
Barnes has a good opportunity to
turn mis team around because all me
players are willing, and his rebuild-
ing idesa arid whnung attitudes are
exactly what we need."
Coach Barnes just may be the
right man for the job. Even though
coHipktg success may not come in
the next tray, he has brought id
Wooster a hope which has not been
here recently.
Wood
honor
This weeks Female Athlete of
the Week is Meg Wood 93 from
Alpine, New Jersey. Meg's la
nd mis season has
frffq filing fff fftsfl fTfTiifnt
She has set three newrecords this
season. The first, against Allegh-
enywhen she setaWooster career
goal mark wfeh 173 goals. She
also set the Wooster record for
careerpram' mark wfch 221 points,
slsosgVir Allegheny later in the
Pioatbutg.MegsettheNCACcoB-ferenc- e
record wish 198 pointt. --,
Her coach Brenda Meese says
"she is a positive force oa the
field, always trying to find a way
to wm as a amm and as an indi
vidual.
,
She knows when to lake
charge and is an uselfish player.
She has always been very consis-
tent having scored 50 goals this
ason. and being leading scorer
in previous
Ed Runseir, CSP
Florence O. Wilson Bookstore
Recipient olF the ; -- i
1995 NACS Humanitarian Awaird
His love and caring for fellow
NACS membersand those
faculty and students in the
college he serves shine brightly
as stars for all to follow."
IM
3rus1.es
NatiooaJ Association of College Stores
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The Upcoming Week in Sports i - f
baseball:
SaLOWU (H)(2)
Tues. Capital (H)
woaca's temmic
FrL-S- ac NCAC Tourney (A)
Ma's tenia:
SaC-So- n. NCAC Tourney (H)
Ri-Sa-L Allegheny Invite
'
-
'
.
-
.
- .
SaL Wittenberg (A) --
Wed. Obedin(H) .
SaL NCAC Tourney (A)
ea's track ajKl field:
Fri John Carroll Invite (A)
Ri-Sa- L NCAC Champ.
'
wmci'i track sad field!
FrL John Carroll Invite (A)
ErL-Sa- L NCAC Champ,
.
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IN TBR N S H I POP PORT UNITIES
. . ,
, for 1995 graduates Interested an --
-, T trT:..r m . : intiship ft the 1995-9- 6 academic year in z.J
" ' BLACK STUDENT AFFAIRS or --. ;
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT AFFAIRS.
Specific job descriptions are available at Career Services.
To apply, submit a cover letter, resume and three letters of reference to
Career Services, Rubbermaid Student Development Center,
by 4j00 pjn. on Tuesday, May 2, 1995.
Selected applicants will be invited for interviews May 9-1- 1.
Questions? Contact Carolyn L. Buxton at x2545.
'f.T u "':f"i GTSN i u j u '.i I
i (ftft $E (i?
l T. 3dnl"u ! 203-727-2 j c SdDv!!iU j
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By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
The Scot lacrosse team extended
its winning streak to three games by
edging Ken von in two naUbiters this
past week.
Wooster, 6--5 overall and 4-- 2 in
the North Coast Athletic Confer-
ence, defeated the Lords 11-1- 0 on
Saturday at home, and on Wednes-
day, the Fighting Scots again
squeaked by Kenyon. this time 4-- 3
in overtime in Gambier.
First-ye- ar head coach John
McKechnie's Scots will close out
the 1995 campaign with a match
against Wittenberg in Springfield
tomorrow, and on Wednesday.
phot by BRTTTANY WUJD
Tte Scot lacrosMteancoatiaaes its raaiYeace ...
straight, iwhK""f, thrMlfag victorlea over Keayaaur, Uj, mu
! J.. j : '11
Scot Eacrosse teanf
wmm
to
'. ..1- -
Wooster will host Oberhn.
Individually for the Scots. Dick
Field 96 continues to lead the way.
Field has scored 28 goals and handed
out 15 assists for a team-leadi- ng 43
points on the season. Against
Kenyon on Saturday. Field almost
single-handed- ly carried his team to
victory by scoring three goals and
dishing out four assists. Scott
Szweda '96 is next with 17 goals
and 12 assists, while Jack Naylor
'95 has 13 goals.
The goaltending duties are shared
by Brendan Oswald 96 and Rich
Scanners '97. Oswald has recorded
92 saves, while Sommers has made
53 saves.
Attention all students who purchased a
1994 INDEX!!!
Pick up your free 1994 Supplement!
Distribution will be 5-- 6 p.m. in Lowry:
Monday, May
"
1
;
.
-
-
-
-
v:- - ' and --.
Tuesday, May 2
Call us k x2200 wiSi questioos, or if yow cannot pi
I
1
BjMIKE HOUSEHOLDES
The Lady Scot lacrosse team
moved a step closer to wiomng a
North Coast Athletic Conference
Championship by disposing of
Earlham 13-- 9 in the first round of
the NCACTouinameut Wednesday
at Cindy Barr Memorial Field.
Wooster, 9--5 overall, will compete
in thesesnifinalsof theNCACTour; -
Wooster also met np with the
QoakmofEarBancciSatnrdayin
the team's final regular season con-
test. The Lady Soots were able to
defeat Earlham by a score of 12--9.
AO-tim- e NCAC leading scorer Meg
Wood 95 scored foor goals.
For the season. Wood leads all
Wooster scorers with 55 goals and
good tec D3 pomts. Liz -
f 4 I --i 9
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Scots continue winning ways, prepare
fgr?meeting with rival Ohio Wesleyan
NEWSSERVICES SI T t
The Fighting Scot baseball team
won four straight Ibis past week,
improving theirTecord to 23-- 5 over
an and second u the NCAC with a
12--2 mark.
TheSccawfflhosutouMeheader
against Ohio Wesleyan a double-head- er
tomorrow that will deter-
mine the North Coast Athletic Con-
ference regular season champion.
Ohio Wesleyan is 29-- 5 overall
and leads the NCAC with an 11-- 1
mark. In order to take the title and
gain homeficld advantage in the
tournament, the Scots will have to
sweep the Bishops.
Individually, Tan Lake 96 con-
tinues to lead Wooster in billing.
Through 27 games. Lake is batting
A50.
PJ. Ooenieri 97 is next at A2A.
OomWisholradtltetesmmhome
rens (5) and runs baaed in P5).
wcosters top pdcner is stul Matt
Rodgen97whohisarecordof7- - Chad Briataafl9 takes off for first
lwid strikeouts sndlffl ERA. Pettorml toting on front the third
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wttaaead
Wood, Lady Scotspreparefor
NCAC Tournament semifinals
1 jagg? ;.J vP?
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i Flghtag Scot morossc team receives I iam m
the Lady Scots, wQ he phtynig hi the
pkaM bf BaJTTANY BULLAkD
coach JokMcKecknie. The
of the NCAC TomrmameBt
Conrad 96 is secondoa the team in
scoring wfch 27 goals and a leam-kadi- ng
14 assists. Shannon Barke
95 has added 17 joals, while Kate
Risky 97 and Jessica BoeS 98
have scored 15 and 13goals,respec- -
nvery, for the Lady Scots this
Brandi Crocker "98 continoes to
mind the net for head coach Brenda
Meese's Lady Scots.
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Scotand pady Scot
tennis teams gear up
for NCAC
rhe next victkn. Vising by M S--l coool
Tourney
Men bring 4-1-6 record into tournament;
women's record stands at 6--12
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDES .
The Scot and Lady Scot tennis teams will attempt to improve on
otherwise cSsappoiuiing seasons by performing weS at this weekend's
Noah Coast Athletic Conference lemiisloarnarneats. The men's team will
host thujSckentTs tournament, while the wonien will trsrel to Obertin.
In action this past week, me Lady Scots improved their record to 6-1- 2
overall and 2-- 4 in the NCAC by winning three of the four matches they
played. Wooster'i only setback was a 5--4 loss at thelumdsof Malonein
Canton on Monday. On Saturday, the Lady Scots lundedMoimt Union an
S-
-l dnmbing in Alliance, and on Sunday Wooster swept two matches.
FirscC4erlawemdcra5-4MtheltMdc- nf theT(.CryM ithimtM.
Leading the way for bead coach Rmanne Allen's Lady Scots is AmyQatworthv 97 who has registered an 11 mnk at Mv V
Kesdgh 97 is S--5 at No. 3 ainglea. - ,.; IT7
wooster s strength yes sa its doubles teams, however, Mfchtiffynpilfd
a 27-2-4 overall record in donhlei.-Tfc- e mm rrBMn-D-h mi
Pine 98 leads the way wuh a 10--2 mark while the Na 2 team of Sarah
Mkktbon 97 and Andrea Reinhart 96 is also strong at 10-- 5.
' The Fichtmc Sects Amwti ihnr im t i."AljJ.onTuesday at the Hard Courts. Wooster's record dropped to 4--iff ii n ii 1 1 t! ii iti 1 1
Wooster is led bv stalwart Warren Cham-A.lCn- m 05 mk.fkxtrishcessnbeWoaalosmiieam. Cham-A.Brn- m h
fwrmitrxting 14--4 record at No. 1 singles, and he has teamed np wim Joe
Jerickestopctal0-5iwx)rdatldcble- s. Erik Bloom 97 has an
S-
-l 1 record at No. 2 smcles for head coach Hrafen h;n;'. c- -.
